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FOUND ON THE SHORE
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hue Discovered Near Cush
ing Wharf
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A ROCKLAND LANDMARK IS DOOMED

PLANES FLY AGAIN
Maine

Five In Maine, Including Security Trust Company, Under
Ban Of Further Restrictions

Air

Transport

Co.

Makes Announcement Of

Its Season’s Plans
A notable transformation is being rear, and bordering upon the broox, Beal's hall, and the echoes of a re
wrought on Llmerock street, opposite will be left undisturbed for the pres hearsal had scarcely died away the
Miss Evelyn Donohue, 47, a resident
The Maine Air Transport Co. yes
night the fire broke out.
The banking situation in Knox sion economic conditions in order the entrance to High street, where ent, at least.
of Erin street, Thomaston, was
terday
started its third year of opera
two buildings owned toy Mrs. Alice
The work of demolition is in
Fred W Wight reculls how Daniel
drowned during the night near the County became appreciably worse that the full value of the assets may Hicks of Talbot avenue are being
tions
here.
charge of Fred M. Blackington, a con Pratt, "The Great American Trav
be conserved for tlie benefit of de
Cushing wharf in that town, the body yesterday when the State Bank positors.”
demolished.
tractor who has never found a job eler," used to speak In front of the
The company started in 1930 with
•*
•* i being found on the shore at 9 o’clock Commissioner ordered the Security
One is the dwelling which for a too large or too strange to feoze hall, and how one night somebody one plane and now has seven in opUnder
the
order,
withdrawals
up
•••
Energy and persistence conquer — '
threw a tomato at the orator, com- cral’on. Two are based at R'vkland,
♦ ail things.—Franklin.
this morning toy Elmer Armstrong. Trust Company placed on an even to $10 may be permitted "for relief long period of years was the home him.
of Ed. Ward, and which more recent
The repository building with pletely filling one of his ears. He ...... .
.
_
The body was taken to the Stanley R mole restricted basis, which pro of distress."
...... ,,x , '
.
...
which is the home basv. Three will
hibits the cashing of checks and
little story is very largely likewise remembers the apt retort . .
. .
.
.
,,
With the closing of these five ly has been occupied by Lewis W which this
Cushing undertaking rooms.
,
be based at New Bedford, where tlu
withdrawals of any portion of the banks, only two of the Financial McCartney, plumber.
THE ALARM WOK KED
concerned, was at one time a part of made bv the great American traveler.
company
has
started
a
schedule
serv

The deceased was a daughter of the deposits.
The other is the building long the old Commercial House, which
Mr. Wight also remembers that a ice between New Bedford, Wood’s
Institutions group, the National
The would-be burglars who sought late Mr and Mrs. John Donohue and
The continuance of these privi- Bank of Oardiner and the First Na
Hole. Edgartown and Nantucket. The
to break into Ewell's store at Wiley's made her home with her sister, Miss leges after the National banks had tion Granite Bank of Augusta, re
other two planes will be at their Hud
Corner lastWednesdaynightreck- I Katherine Donohue, and the knowl- | peen closed was a very definite boon
mainopen
son River base in New York for
oned without the burglar alarm. The ledge that she had long suffered from t0 the community, but the heavy
The Security Trust Company is
charter service. These planes are
moment they began to pry the rear fits of despondency, leads to the withdrawals since March IS led the
open for the following purposes:
equipped with the latest flying in
door open this guardian was immedi theory that her death was self caused state Banklng Department to place
To accept trust deposits.
struments
and radio for blind flying,
ately on the job. The signal awoke
j further restrictions on the State
To change money.
tollowlng radio beams, and receiving
SAM MORRILL SAYS
Ardie Thomas across the street, and
; Trust Company and Augusta Trust
To allow access to the safe deposit
weather reports white In flight
away the burglars went, hot-foot,
That the Month Of May Will Comt Company of Augusta, the Maine vault.
The pilots who will operate these
leaving behind the bags in which they
In Cool and Go Out Stormy
Trust and Banking Company and
To deliver any papers or package* i
planes
at New Bedford and New York
had planned to cram their loot.
____
Gardiner Trust Company, both of which may have been left with the
ire now taking advance training in
Sam Morrill, Lewiston weather Gardiner and the Security Trust bank for safe keeping.
blind flying and radio in order to
prophet, predicts that there will be a Company of Rockland.
To operate the usual trust de
qualify for the new pilots’ ratings to
change in the temperature and
These five banks, owned by Fi partment functions.
be able to fly schedule routes for in
weather during May. On the whole nancial
Institutions,
have
15
terstate flying. In order for a man to
A member of The Courier-Ga
however, the temperature and precipi branches, those in Knox County zette staff yesterday received this
get this p.lot's tiaiupoii rating, lie
tation will be normal to above nor being located in Camden, Union. despatch
has io have 1200 hours or more of solo
from
Representative
mal. The warmest part of the month Warren and Vinalhaven.
Specialize on Chimes and French
Hying as a transport pilot. Most of
Moran;
Cloclu
will be the first half, although during
Bank Commissioner Annis said his
the Maine Air Transport Go 's pilots
"Camden bank reorganization plan
All Work Guaranteed
the first 12 days of the month, the action was made necessary “by in approved here.
are eligible for this rating.
That
completes
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
I
weather
will
be
a
repetition
of
April.
creasing
demands
for
withdrawals
j
Knox
County
Nationals,
as
Rock,
The Maine /»lr Transport Co. has
Jeweler
[ Memorial Day comes in the last and to avert forced sale or collection land and Thomaston had previously
also added to its equipment a fast
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE J storm period., and electrical showers of assets under the present depres- been approved."
40-fooi cabin cruiser, so that passen
404 Main Street
Rockland
are predicted for the day.
gers
may be assured of getting to the
49-tf
There will probably be three storm
different islands in foggy weather.
THE EDUCATIONAL CLUB
REVIVAL MEETINGS
periods during the month, the first,
Tliis boat may be chartered at rea
the worst of the three, if there is any Senator McLoon To Be Afternoon
sonable rates at any time for pleas
Evangelist
Grimes
Tells
Speaker—Our Delinquent Girls
difference, will be from the 8th to the
ure sailing, fishing or emergency trips
Where Many Get Their.|
14th; the second, from the 19th to the
when planes are not able to fly. It
"High lights of our Recent Legis
25th; and the third, from the 28th to
will be in charge of a very able cap
Ideas Concerning Christ
the end of the month. The weather lature” will be presented Friday
tain.
from the 20th, will be reverted to the afternoon at G.A.R. hall at 445 by
The annual stockholders meet ing of
Sunday services held under the di
Kelly Springfield Tires
good old fashioned kind of "a merry State Senator Albert C. McLoon, rection of Evangelist Homer W
the company will be held May 5 at
Ilere is an artist's conception of the burning of the Commercial llou c, revived in memory by the ap
Oiling and Greasing
month of May." The month will who will also give pointers as to
Grlme3 and Carl Fredrickson at ; proaching demolition of the carriage repository building on Limerock st reet. which was part of it at the time 11 a. m. at its office on Tillson avenue.
how
one
should
ffiark
ballots
on
the
come in fair and cool and go out
Littlefield Memorial Church were of the fire away back in 1859.
CAMDEN-THOMAST’N stormy.
five issues to be decided Sept. 11.
MADE MORE DEMANDS
By special request the discussion j marked with large attendance and |
BUS LINE FILLING
The first week has been set as the
known as the Hicks Carriage Re- stood on the site of the present man from Boston conducted a veand Labor. The unusual interest. Delegations attend- I
. , . . .
STATION
taithquake period near the equator, will be on Capital
K
6
pontory, but which, as we shall see.' postofflce. and whose destruction by locipede school on the ground floor. Unemployment Council Tells
179 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND and the last week of the month as the social inequality, the great differ- ed from Bangor. St George and
one 0( the cjty-s ancient land- fire in 1859 was one of the most sen- Velocipedes were almost as numer
City Fathers How That
52-tf
quake period in the northern hemi ence in wages for different kinds of Thomaston
marks reminiscent of days when1 sational chapters in Rockland's ous .then as automobiles are now
labor, old age pensions for govern
sphere.
$8000 Should Be Spent
Evangelist Grimes spoke on "Jesus Rockland was in its infancy.
history.
and not quite so straining on the
ment workers, school teachers and
The
partial
collapse
of
this
struc

Christ; the Victim and the Victor." at
The ell. which afterwards filled bank account.
A demand upon the City Govern
other favored classes, but the larger
ture, rendering prohibitive the cost such a wide variety of uses, and
About 1872 Beal's Hall was re ment relative to the disbursement ot
PAINT AND VARNISH
masses with nothing should be con the afternoon community service.
AT DEPRESSION PRICES
11
Basing his address on the resume’ion of repairs is responsible for Mrs. which is now being demolished was moved to its present location on I the $8000 allowed the city monthly by
sidered seriously
Good Quality Paints from a well
Hicks' decision to wipe both build known as Beal's Hall, and housed Limerock street, and the name | the Reconstruction Finance OorporaMrs.
Rebecca
Ingraham
and
Mrs
of
Christ he said that "Jesus Christ
known New England factory
TOMORROW
NIGHT
ings off the map and to substitute Rockland High School, with the late changod to Merrill's Hall. It was tion, was presented to Mayor RichardSPECIAL FOR MAY ONLY
Maude Cables are chairmen for the ' changed a graveyard from a place of
for their unpleasant appearance an A. D. Small as principal and Miss used as a Good Templar hall, an son who told the Unemployment
Quality O. S. White,
$1.98
annual supper at «. to be followed despair to a place of light and hope > are> Qf freensward which wi„
OCEAN VIEW
Quality Colon,
1.90
Annie Harrington, a sister of ex- armory for Co. H. Tillson Light In- Council in so many words that no man
by the annual meeting and elecr£SurrectJon would have meant vastjy more appealing to the eye in Mayor Charles M. Harrington, and
Guaranteed Varnish, 4 hour
fantry. and for many kinds of pub- or no committee could come in from
BALL
ROOM
Suns par.
$1.98
tion. The club closes its 13th year , nothing ,ithout
cross; neither #
made attfacUve „ such
later the wife of Principal Small, lie meetings.
; the outside and tell the adminlstraFor Floors, Boats, Decks, etc. Sat
(Formerly Northend Skating Rink)
with 1050 memberships paid, which would
cr0fis meftn anything with- £tructurM as the Publjc Library
as assistant. Down stairs there was
Old residents doubtless have inter- tion what it should do. The propoisfaction guaranteed or money re
is
regarded
as
specially
cred.tabie
out
the
reality
of
the
resurrecUon.
Kn<)x
Hospital
Willia;n
Bok
Home
Mu le by Stan Walsh's Orchestra
funded. Also some "New Deal"
a class conducted by Miss Lottie estlng recollections of this structure, sition put up by the unemployed was
during tnis so-called financial stress. The real symbol of Ch 'Ua"1 y 15
Paint, $1.49. All Ca h Prices.
for Nurses and the Knox County Young.
Min 25c
Women Free
and The Courier-Gazette will be very i substantially thus:
HARRY CARR
Dancing from 9 to 1
The new superintendent of the open tomb instead of the cross '
Court House. The buildings at the
Singing
schools
were
also
held
In
glad to hear from them.
I “It Is demanded by the workers of
54 Willow St, tel. 946 Rockland
State School for Girls at Hallowell, Resurrection means revolution. Chris .
________________ _______________ Rockland ln mass meeting that such
> Miss Edith Gardiner of New York, by the miracle of resurrection frus
! at Warren, Oct. 1931; cruel and 1 funda 84 are allotted to Rockland by
’ comes to present the evening's ad trated the powers of sin and darkness
BBSIL
j abusive treatment and1 non-support. the Reconstruction Finance Corpora
His
defeat
of
the
King
of
Terrors
dress. Subject, "How shall we deal
tion for relief purposes shall be used
Otis for libellant.
• with our delinquent girls?” Miss hangs a rainbow oi hope o’ er every
for relief purposes only.
|
Marguerite
E.
Harris
of
Rockland
believer's
grave.
Oardner will relate her personal ex
Looks Like Two Weeks’ Term At This Writing—Eleven
"That these funds be paid out m
Carl Fredrickson sang "Triumphant
i from Herbert A. Harris of St.
periences in work among Maine
More Divorce Entries Have Been Made
cash relief on the basis of five dollars
Life."
recently
written
by
Mr.
Grimes
George,
married
at
Rockland,
Sept.
girls and will answer questions.
The auditorium was again filled for
■ ................
' 7, 1921; cause, desertion. Libellant per week per family and one dollar
The pictures are of rare excellence,
extra for each dependent, five dollars
the
evening
meeting
when
song-lead

Knox County Superior Court con extreme cruelty, cruel and abusive asks f°r custody of minor child,
to be shown by George A. Harrison
per week for each single worker, with
I
er
Fredrickson
led
the
congregation
treatment
and
non-support.
Libel[
Richard
T.
Payson
for
libellant,
i of Portland, a new set on "The Ca
vened this morning with Justice Wil
no discrimination.
By
and
chorus
choir
ln
singing
old
sonfcs
nadian Rockies," prepared by thc
liam H. Fisher of Augusta presid lent asks for custody of minor child. ! Gertrude E. Sylvester from Ed"That no part of thc funds be used
and
new
choruses
with
Miss
Emily
Sherwin
J.
Smalley
for
libellant.
waid
N
Sylvester,
both
of
Rockland.
Canadian National R. R.
to
hire laborers on city jobs, this
ing.
The
other
court
offlcers
are:
MacDonald at the piano. Tne evan
I Gladys R. Prescott from Victor M married at Rockland, Oct. 9, 1914,
would throw regular city workers into
Stenographer—E. T. Richardson.
gelist
spoke
on
"What
Tnlns
Ye
of
Prescott, both of Rockland, married ' cruel and abusive treatment. LibelENJOYMENT
the unemployed
Sheriff—Frank F. Harding.
Christ?" in which he stated that “too
at Rockland. June 2, 1924; extreme lant
for custody of minor chll"That under no circumstances
’ ■ There is still a considerable num manv get their ideas of Christ from
Clerk—Milton M. Griffin.
cruelty, cruel and abusive treatment dren, Eleanor R., Edward C„ Laura
County Attorney—Jerome C. Bur and non-support. Libellant asks for ! EBlanche E„ Betty L. and Roberta should any man be employed out of
ber of intelligent men and women magaz nea and newspapers and radio
these funds at less than the regular
who are capable of enjoyment with instead of from the onl" reliable rows.
custody of minor child. David E M Payson for libellant.
rate of pay for city employes or ut
In charge of grand jury. A. O. Smalley for libellant.
Ruby C McHenan Peterson from
out a bottle of gin—Le Baron Cooke. source of information—the Bible."
any kind of forced labor undertak
It
was
announced
by
the
pastor.
PiMsbury;
in
charge
of
traverse
, in Epigrams Of The Week.
Carrie B. Robishaw from Ernest F. Rognor Peterson, both of Vinal ing.”
Rev. Mr Perry, that services will con- juries. Mr. Pillsbury and Harry Robishaw, both of Rockland, married haven. married at Vinalhaven Ftto. 28
tinue nightly throughout the week Young; crier. Granville N. Bach- at Uxbridge. Muss.. April 14. 1921; 1931: cruel and abusive treatment
Despite our having been taught
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE Evangelist Grimes stated that to elder.
extreme cruelty, cruel and abusive and non-support. Libellant asks to that money is the root of all evil,
night he will speak oh "How God
Messenger—Ralph Tripp of Thom treatment, gross and confirmed resume her maiden name. Ruby C. j there are times when we incline to
HOUSE & CABINS
MOOSEHEAD LAKE HIGHLANDS K«*l» 1116 R<*ord'" aIld Wednesday aston.
habits of intoxication and A>n-sup- McHenan. Roberts for libellant.
' the belief lt is the Jack of all trades.
night on ' Building The World On a
Prayer was offered by Rev. W. S. port. Libellant asks for custody of
Robert D. Dow of Owl’s Head from I —New Orleans States
GREENVILLE, MAINE
52-53 Word." It was also stated that ar. Rounds of the Congregational minor children, Jeannette and Mari Hattie C. Dow of Owl's Head, married ' —
_________
~
orchestra of 25 pieces under the di- Church.
52-tf
at New Bedford. Mass.. July 28; | Barbara F. Tirrell for libellant.
lyn. Smalley for libellant.
rectlon of Luther Clark oCThomaston
The grand jury is now in session,
Madelln B. Alley of Rockland from adultery. Libellant asks for custody ■ Sarah B Plnkham of Union from
SSilllBflllHWIiBlii
JIIIIF
will play at the Wednesday night but the traverse jurors do not re Albert E. Alley of Camden, married , of minor children. Robert R. and Raymond B. Pinkham of Union
service. Thursday night's subject port until tomorrow, when there
married at Union, Nov. 28, 1918;
wUl be "What Wifi God Do With will be begun the pauper case of
adultery. Libellant asks for custody
j
You?" Mr. Fredrickson will conduct | Rockland vs. Calais,
! of minor children, Virginia May and
meetings for boys and girls at 3.30
six naturalization cases are in
Raymond B. Tirrell for libellant.
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons of order for hearing tomorrow foreSix
School
Teams
To
Battle
For
Knox-Lincoln
Pennant,
Da8'mar i. Upton of Camden front
this week.
noon.
«»• ,,
t—
□ t d
■
David M. Upton of South Portland,
Clerk Griffin looks for a term
Vinalhaven Favored To Repeat
married at PorUmouth N H
which may last two weeks.
...........
»
28,
1930; non-support. Libellant asks
AVIATION NEEDS TRAINED
These divorce cases have been en
MEN
The Knox and Lincoln League en-, Newcastle; Vinalhaven at Thomas- for custody of minor child. Lyndail
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
tered since the February term:
ton; St. George at Camden.
Perry for libellant.
a day single .... and $4.00
Mildred Evelyn Hoyle of Camden ters up°n another seorrn tomorrow
Wednesday,
May
10
—
Rockland
at
double for this smart centrally
from Ronald Lester Hoyle of Rox- with games at Rockland, Camden and
Camden; Vinalhaven at Newcastle; j YOUR FAVORITE POEM
located hotel.
bury, Mass., married at Rockland.! Thomaston. At the outset the chamThe Town of St. George wishes to an
St. George at Thomaston.
i
--------March 15, 1924; cruel and abusive | pjon vinalhaven team is favored to
Saturday, May 13- Rockland at St.
treatment andi non-support. Libel- j repeat because of the fact that it lost
Air Transportation has steadily
nounce a very attractive issue of Town
1OOO ROOMS grown
George; Camden at Vinalhaven; Lin-[ ®nd listen to lorae music at least once
during the past three years
, _.
» week. The loss of these tastes ls a
lant asks for custody of minor few players by graduation, and retains
With this growth there has been an
ecln at Thomaston
loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
but whot rooms they are I
Increase ln personnel and equipment.
Bonds. These bonds are running for a
I two pitchers who. to say the least,
Wednesday. May 17—Lincoln at |
------The Personnel required to service
J libellant.
these planes must be trained men.
| have no superiors in the league.
Rcckland;
Thomaston
at
Vinalhaven:
You
wlll
know
Cheerful,
colorful,
cozy,
each
with
The CURTISS - WRIGHT AIR
period of eight years, payable $2000 each
Evelyn L. Norwood of Camden j It is too much to say that Vinal Camden at St. George
CRAFT SCHOOL oilers this neces
the strings a-blowln’ out.
private bath, shower, radio, circu
sary practical training to young men J from Douglas R. Norwood of Boston,
An' a laylock she's a-wearln' ln her
haven “will win in a walk " but if that
Saturday, May 20—Vinalhaven at
hair:
Back
of
this
school
stands
a
great
lating ice water and many other
year with interest at 5'/t . The total issue
Organization — The Curtiss - Wright i married at Camden Sept. 9, 1929; i (,eam runs tfUe t0 fornii jt means that Rcckland; Thomaston at Camden; You will know her by thc sunshine she's
a-sc»tterln'
about.
Corporation
—
which
designs
and
features you'll be happy about.
cruel and abusive treatment. Libel- interest, in the league will center upon St. George at Newcastle.
builds all types of Military planes
An' her whistle ln the birches over
will be for $16,000, and anyone interested
there.
and engines for the United States
lant asks to resume her maiden, tbe fight for second place, which
Wednesday. May 24—St. George at
Army and Navy; and commercial
You wlll know her by her slippers, an'
planes and engines for the majority I name. Evelyn L. Mayhew. Perry should be a strenuous one.
Rockland;
Vinalhaven
at
Camden;
call the Selectmen’s Office at Tenant's Har
the color of her eyes.
of the leading air transport operators
for libellant.
We are publishing the complete Thomaston at Newcastle,
An' the kisses on her pretty, poutin'
ln the United States and foreign
Herbert
A.
Harris
of
St.
George
countries throughout the world.
league schedule, as furnished by the
Saturday, May 27-Rockland at j you
h„ „y hef
(m. hef
bor, or the Security Trust Co., Rockland,
Our Representative. Parker Hart,
from Marguerite E. Harris of Rock six coaches. Should there be any ln- i Thomaston; Vinalhaven at St.
look o' glad surprise,
will be at Thorndike Hotel, in Rock
land. from 10 A. M to 7 P M.. on
land. married at Rockland Sept. 7, accuracies, or any changes since it George; Camden at Newcastle.
j An tips. dewdrops on her rosy ftn8<‘rMaine.
Wednesday. May 3, to discuss this
1921; desertion and cruel and was given, will the managers promptImportant matter.
See him and
Wednesday, May 31—Rockland at I
51st STREET
_ n
She's a-comln up the medder. don't you
learn about our Interesting plan on
abusive treatment. Smalley for li ,ly notify .i-i
this paper?
Vinalhaven; Camden at Thomaston; ;
see her yaiier gown?
HOW TO GET STARTED IN AVI
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
ATION
bellant.
Wednesday, May 3—Thomaston at Lincoln at St. George.
J she^, ®y Uptoe' an a‘tr*PP|n' tight this
CURTISS-WRIGHT AIR TERMINALS
ROY MOULTON
Mairgaret A. Porbus flrom Sher- j Rockland; St George at Vinalhaven;
Saturday, June 3—Camden at Rock-1 With a trail o' joy behind her. an' a new
Incorporated
Executive Vice-Brei. and Managing Dir.
Boston Airport, East Boston, Mass.
win R. Forbus, both of Rockland.! Lincoln at Camden.
'land; Lincoln at Vinalhaven; Thom-’ An'^-blessrymirr°hWeart! why. howdy.
52-tf
Telephone:
East
Boston
4*70
WRIie FOR DESCRIFTIVf BOOKLET
Lady May?
married at Rockland, Aug. 25, 1919:; Saturday, May 6 -Rockland at aston at St George.
The Rockland Oazette was established
!n 184* In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished snd consolidated with the Ouzette
in 1882. The Free Prese was established
In 1853 and ln 18-., changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1807.

W. J. TAIT

Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

NOW OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

DANCE

SUPERIOR COURT BEGINS

WANTED

THE COUNTY OF KNOX
A short term loan of $5000 to $10,000

B

in anticipation of taxes

COUNTY OF KNOX

^2

DAY

LEAGUE OPENS TOMORROW

Notice

Herbert Randall.

ROCKLAND GETS FIELD DAY

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I will be with him in trouble; I will
deliver him.—Psalm 91:15.

Child Health Week began yes
terday and will be celebrated all
over the country through the co
operation of all the children's pro
tective societies, health officials,
doctors, character building organi
zations, and welfare organizations.
Child health falls into three
groups—first, the protection and
stimulation of the normal child;
second, aid to the physically de
fective and handicapped; and third,
the problem of the delinquent child.
The Child's Bill of Rights reads:
"The ideal to which we should strive
is that there shall be no child in
America that has not been born
under proper conditions, that does
not live in hygienic surroundings,
that ever suffers from undernour
ishment, that does not have prompt
and efficient medical attention and
inspection, that does not receive
primary instruction in the elements
of hygienic good health, that has
not the complete birthright of a
sound mind in a sound body, that
has not the encouragement to ex
press in fullest measure the spirit
within wllicli is the final endow
ment of every human being.”

Every-Other-Day
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J Patriarchs Militant From All Over Maine Will Parade
In This City June 7
The annual field day of the Departi ment of Maine, Patriarchs Militant,
I.O.O.F., will be held in this city June
7, bringing hundreds of uniformed
Odd Fellows and many other visitors.
The Department Council will meet
here on the night of the 6th. It has
j been many years since Rockland had
1 the Patriarchs Militant field day, and
the other Cantons are delighted at
j the prospect. The committee from
Canton Lafayette comprises Lendon
C. Jackson, Jr., Oliver B. Lovejoy and
i Luke S. Davis.
• • • •
The four branches of Odd Fellow
ship—Jodge. encampment, canton and
Rebekahs—were well represented in
| the procession which marched Suni day to the Congregational Church,
where exercises were held commemor

The parcelling out of the Demo
cratic plums is believed fo be close
at hand, but some of the aspirants
to federal office arc not altogether
happy. They are Siscoverlng that
their allegiance to Democracy must
be of the hard and fast type, and
that in submitting their records
they must show how they have been
enrolled. Many a careless Demo
crat has often enrolled as a Repub
lican to help out some candidate in
the primaries, and the same is Of
course true concerning Republicans.
But James A. Farley, chairman of
the Democratic Naticnal Committee
is looking for followers of the faith
who are dyed in the wool, and in
cidentally he wants to know how
long these candidates have been
Democrats And lest they forget
he is reminding them that the
Democratic National Committee
owes a lot of money and faithful
Democrats arc expected to wipe out
that debt In other words the can
didate crop is being reminded that
it is a business administration,
spelled in capitals.

ative of the 114th anniversary of Odd
Fellowship.
The pastor. Rev. W S Rounds,
preached on "David and Jonathan."
"The great and crying need of today
is the same kind of friendship dem
onstrated by them," he told the mem
bers of the Three-Link fraternity
"It was one of the best anniversary
sermons we ever listened to," de
clared one of the veteran members
of Knox Lodge.
• • • •
Canton Lafayette and its Auxiliary
meet tomorrow night to discuss Held
day plans.
• • • •
Encampment Odd Fellows of the
14th district meet in Camden May 25.
when the Belfast Encampment will
confer the degree. The grand patri
arch and grand high priest will be
present.

BOY SCOUT NOTES

ROCKPORT

District Twenty, Bfi.A.. held Its Mrs. Wilbur Cross ar.d daughters
rally Thursday night. Although the Alice and Ma^y of Rockland and Mrs
time limits for the contests were very George Butler and children spent
short, the boys did remarkably well. Saturday with Mr. and Mrs O. P.
There were no contestants for fire- Jackson.
1 making by friction, and firemaking by
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Storms who !
flint and steel, due to lack of equip have teen staying for several months
ment, Six Scouts entered the indi with their daughter. Mrs John New
vidual knot-tieing contest, the fastest man in Rockland, have re-opened
j time for the nine knots being 38 sec their heme cn Commercial street.
onds. made by Fraser of Troop 2
An all-day meeting of the Farm
Walter Staples, the one entrant for Bureau will be held Thursday at the
bugling, gave a fine demonstration heme of Mrs. Nina Carroll beginning
and is assured of representing his at 10.30 a. m.. subject, "Good Nutri
troop at the jamboree South Thom tion for the Family." Miss Lawrence,
aston, Friendship, and four Rock home demonstration agent, will be
land troops were present Games were present. Dinner at noon
played after the rally.
Mrs. Frank A. Peterson has closed
• • • •
out her business and with her mother
Court of Honor will be held Thurs
Mrs. Mercy’ A. Towle has gone to
day of this week at the Central Marne
Rockland and will occupy an apart
room at 7.30 p. m. All merit badge
ment in the Albert Peterson house on
applications and test cards should be
Oranite street. Mrs. Peterson, dur
in Mr. Kimball's hands the day be
ing her 11 years in business, has made
fore the court.
,
| many friends who deeply regret her

As a beverage, gasoline may not
be quite as palatable as "three,
point two," but as a revenue pro
ducer It Is not to be sneered at.
Government reports show that
State gasoline and motor fuel taxes,
and licenses for the sale of gasoline
yielded a total revenue of more
than $514,000,000 in 1932. The tax
was at an average rate of 3.6 cents
per gallon. Consumption of gaso
line declined 7.5 percent from the
previous year. Delaware and Mary
land were the only Stater reporting
increased consumption. The total
revenue was allocated as follows:
To State highways, $301,788,231: to
local roads, $94.073554; to State and
county road bond payments. $50,726,362; to city streets, $16,776,050:
to costs of collection and adminis
tration, $2,832,820; and to other
than highway purposes, $47541,483.
The attitude of Rev. Frederick
W Smith in 'determining to seek a
referendum on the beer bill may not
be regarded by many persons as a
diplomatic stroke, but the threats
rent to him through the mails will
certainly not help the wet cause.
Maine's attitude toward beer is
undoubtedly much more lenient
than it was before the adoption of
the 18th Amendment, but its atti
tude toward the exercise of violence
against a man who believes he is
acting within his rights on a moral
proposition is just as fully con
demned as it ever has been. It may
be that the threats received by the
superintendent of the Christian
Civic League arc merely hoaxes, but
any attempt to carry them out
would be pretty apt to mean the
selection of anti-repeal delegates to
the Constitutional convention.

During the present month six
States will register their views re
garding the 18th amendment —
Rhode Island. Wyoming. New Jer
sey, Nevada, New York and Dela
ware. The anti-prohibition leaders
claim that the wets will triumph in
all of these States—in fact they do
i.ot concede the loss of a single
Siatc—out the other side gathers a
ciumb cf comfor* ir. the statement
oi F. Scott McBride, superintendent
of the Ant -Saloon League that In
diana, June 6, will fumis'.i the first
real battleground. "If Indiana re
jects the repeal proposal, the 18th
Amendment will remain In the Con
stitution," he predicts.

Judge Zelma M. Dw.nal of Rock
land Municipal Court, and former
State Senator, is being strongly
urged to again become a candidate
for the Republican Congressional
nomination in this district. He was
a candidate in the last primary
election losing to Donald B. Part
ridge by only a few hundred votes.
Mr. Partridge's county is no longer

ous matters will come up for discus ] with Fred Black of Rockland burning
sion, and it is hoped that all mem* over blueberry land.
Mrs. Harold Davis of Rockland re
C. J. Mathews has returned to his bers will attend.
cently visited her aunt Mrs. Hattie
home here after spending the win
Burns.
ter in Brooklyn, N. Y. and will be
EAST FRIENDSHIP
B. A. Murphy and crew of men of
glad to see all his old friends.
Mi-, and Mrs. H. A. Bowen of Dover One of J. C. Melvin's horses sus Foxcroft w’ere recently callers at the harbor have been In this place
the past week burning over Mr. Mur
tained a serious injury while in the Frank Miller’s.
stall last week.
Mrs Walter Townsend of Boothbay phy's blueberry land.
Work has begun repairing the is visiting her sister Mrs. Austin Orne.
Fred McLellan is very ill. He is be
R. A Doe and F. Copeland were ing cared for by Mrs Alice Bean of
highway on Meriam Hill.
The grass is beginning to show up out of town last Tuesday on a business Thomaston.
The correspondent will be glad to
trip.
' good after the recent rains.
A. V. Grafton, R. J. Marshall and Insert any items for this column it
Report says our genial Star Route
' carrier, R. J. Heald retires from the W. A. Lermond have been employed they are handed in to her.
' route July 1. after serving around
12 years. He will be missed all
along the line.
Ralph Cripps has a flock of fine
i lambs, which is quite a rarity around i
this section of the country.
Sidney Annls who has been ill is
| now able to be out again.
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
The regular weekly dances in
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
j Community hall were opened for the
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
season last Saturday with a confetti
paper must be exactly the same.
: ball, which was well attended.
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
| These affairs are very popular, not
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
' only with the younger generation.
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size Sthx8*/k, 150 sheets and 100
but with the older ones as well.)
envelopes to match. $1.00.
1 Some improvements have been'
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
i made, among them an electric "hot
7lixl0la and 100 envelopes 37»x7tu plain white bond paper only, $1.50
I dog" apparatus in the vestibule. The i
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
i music is fine, and a pleasant evening |
Write name and address plainly, print If possible. Remit with
always assured. Plenty of parking '
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
space.
The annual meeting of the Com
munity Association will be held in
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the hall next Thursday evening.
Officers are to be elected and vari

SIMONTON

•BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY"

The World’s Most Sensational

Electric Refrigerator Value

Terms of $2(1 first payment,
then ten monthly payments of
$9.00.

Distinctive Stationery

This beautiful cuaranteed re
frigerator is the sensation ef
1933 And it is a BIG riwray
ease in while porcelain finish.
Here Is the greatest value ever
o (Tired for it is big and has
every feature.

WARDROBE
SPECIAL

$

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The CEDAR WARDROBE

SENSATION with the patented
CEDARIZER that kills moth.

00

1

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The picture shows this new
novelty, 5 ft. high x 20 in. x
15 in. Made of heavy press
board.

BURPEE’S

Furniture Polish

-WIDE

Made by this firm for mxn>
years

30c and 50c
BURPEE
FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND. MAINE

5 Feet high
15 In. wide
20 in. deep

Holds 4 coats and 10 dressa.
without crowding.

Has anyone an old cook stove, that'
is not being used and is in good con
dition. that he would flv* to the
Scouts for use in the Oakland Park
cabin? One Is badly needed and the
gift would be greatly appreciated.
« a • «
Troops 100 and 100A in Friendship
held a Court of Honor Friday night.
Fourteen Scouts received tenderfoot
pins and two Scouts received second
class pins. These new troops have
the sincere best wishes of the District.
• • • •
Dr Raymond H Brown. Scoutmas
ter of the troop in Damariscotta, was
in this city on business last Thursday.

°-parture.
Mr and Mrs. Erling Heistad who
shut-in. and the relief committee gave
HAD A BUSY YEAR
have been visiting his father, Hans
a large quantity of food and clothing
Heistad. have returned to Lebanon. Baptist Women Did Much to the needy. The church edifice com
N. H.
mittee saw that the church was
Good In Many Mays—
Earle Achorn and Keith Crockett,
thoroughly cleaned last June. The
students at Gorham Normal Seiool
Mrs. Keach President
flower committee provided flowers for
were at home over the weekend.
all but two Sundays as memorial gifts
Charles Marston is moving his fam
At the annual meeting of the for members.
ily from the Haskell house on Ccm- Women's Association cf the First
Interesting reports were also pre
mercial street to one of the houses Baptist C’.iurch these officers were sented by Opportunity Class. Kalloch
on Pleasant street owned by Ovules elected: President. Mrs. Flotfnc ■ Class and the Browne Club, showing
Wood of Camden.
Keach; vice president. Mrs. :Rj: i a great deal of work accomplished in
Mrs. Margaret Carr of Spruce Head Snow: treasurer. Mrs Lois Cas
addition to sending out eight mission
spent the weekend with her parents auditor. Miss Leola Robinson; secre ary boxes ar.d giving S1OU in cash to
Mr. and Mrs Roland Crockett.
tary. Mrs. Nellie McKay; chairfnen various mission calls
The B.Y.P.U. held a very interest of committees—missionary circle.
At the close of business this pro
ing session at the Baptist vestry Sun Mrs. Helen MacDonald; social work. gram was presented: Scripture read
CAMDEN
day from 5.30 to 7.30. The subject Mrs. Margaret Maxey; hospitality, ing. Mrs. Keach: prayer. Mrs. Hope
Mr. and Mrs. W E. Gill of Boston of the service was "Stories That Mrs Etta Thompson: relief. Mrs Har Brewster; class motto; chorus sing
spent the weekend at Carmonwill Jesus Told" and several new features riet Staples; church edifice, Mrs. ing; vocal duet, "Who Could It Be?",
Lake Megunticook.
were introduced by the young people Frances Hall.
Miss Gladys Grant and Mrs. Muriel
Reports testified to the large Crie. with Miss Edna Gregory at the
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Taylor and with Gordon Greenlaw as leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Priest have amount of worthwhile work accom pianc; reading, poems of Annie John
son Clifford are enjoying a motor
trip to Philadelphia where they will moved into the Fred Shibles house plished by the Association in the past son Flint. Mrs J. Charles MacDon
year. The mission circle held nine ald; duet, medley. Misses Emily and
visit his parents Mr. and Mrs Mar- on Beech street.
• i Graduation exercises of the senior meetings, with large attendance and Gwendolyn MacDonald. Miss Greg
cus Taylor.
Wallace Bryant and Irving John- class. R.H.S.. will take place on th" interesting programs were carried ory accompanist, and reading, a hu
son of Boston spent the weekend at evening of June 8 at Town hall. A out. The social committee reported mous sketch "Cheering the Sick" by
Lake Megunticook. They were ac r.cvel program is being arranged two church suppers, two suppers and Mrs. Hattie Richards.
companied by two friends from Bos under the title "The Wayside Inn." j socials, a watch night refreshment
“A poet's work is a reflection of his
and the graduates will be gowned in hour, and eight Baptist Men's LeagU’
ton.
Comique Theatre bookings for the costumes appropriate to the carrying suppers, as well as supper and dinner mind," we read. This may account
‘ provided for the quarterly meeting. for some of the modern blank verse
week: Tuesday, “Strange Love of out of the idea.
Mrs. Sophia Currier. Miss Vina
The hospitality committee report wc have read recently.—The Hu
Molly
Louvain," featuring Lee
Currier,
Mrs.
Elsie
Whitney,
daugh

ed
489 calls made on the sick and morist.
Tracey and Ann Dvorak; Wednes
day and Thursday, Edmund Lowe! ter Dorothy and son Alden of Brewer
and Victor McLaglen in "Hot Pep-1 and Cyler Rich of Newport were
per;" Friday, "Goldie Gets Along; "1 guests of Rev. and Mrs. G F. Currier
Saturday. Edward Robinson in "Sil-1 Sunday. Mrs Currier will remain f5r
a longer visit the others returning
ver Dollar.''
Dan Coney of Augusta was in J home Sunday night.
Rev. F. F. Fowle and Rev. G. F
town the last of the week, calling on ,
Currier attended the monthly meet
friends.
ing of the Knox County Ministerial
The body of Harry Hatch, who
Assocfction at Union Monday. School
died several months ago in Auburn,
Superintendence. E. Lord of Camden
was brought to Camden Sunday for 1
was the principal speaker, using es
interment in Mountain Street ceme-'
his subject, "The World Court."
tery. Mr. Hatch was native of this
The Johnson Society will meet
town but had lived for several years Wednesday evening at the M 'hed;
in Salem. Mass.
vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Robertson of
Regular meeting of Harbor Lignt
Lexington. Mass., are guests of their Chapter this Tuesday evening, orcson Kenneth Robertson, manager| ccdcd by ptcnjc suppcr
of the Comique Theatre.
George Crockett and Frank Priest
Mrs. E. E. Boynton entertained the entered upon their new duties Mon
Half Hour Reading Club Monday at day as assistants at the local ro'ther home on Free street.
officc.
All ladies of Megunticook Grange
Several from this place attended
interested in forming a circle are the Walter Smith concert in Camden
asked to meet at the Grange hall Friday evening, a.id pronounced it a
PORCH FLOORS with du Pont Floor and Deck Enamel
Wednesday afternoon. Supper will highly enjoyable affair. Among the
be served at 6 o'clock.
players were Gernide Havener,
Miss Margaret Ruggles of Thom Steward Rhcdcs, Vcrc Crockett. Mau
of pillars, railing posts and
• EVERY porch has vital
aston will be speaker at the next rice Turner, Maurice Miller. Weston
spots—places where rain
exposed edges. Gives your
meeting of the Camden Garden Arcy and Leroy Moon of Rockport
and dampness cause wood
porch new freshness . . .
Club, May 9. Her subject will be Mr Smith on being informed that it
"A Garden Path Through Italy."
was a charity affair offered a free
new beauty. Its good cov
to rot and crumble first.
Miss Maude M. Thorndike is en half hour lesson to those selling 25
Du Pont Floor and Deck
ering power and present
joying a vacation from her duties as admission tickets. Leroy Moon was
one
of
the
three
winners.
Enamel
lays
down
a
coat
low prices make it an eco
manager of the Western Union Tele
graph office and will visit her sister.
of armor that proteas bases
nomical buy. 85c qt.
Mrs. Oscar Bryant in Dexter. U. D.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
Chandler is substituting.
If you are a subscriber to
The
Courier-Gazette and are
attached to this Jistrict which
leaving home for any time, long
means that he of course would not
ROCKLAND, MAINE
or snort, let us mail the paper to
tv> in the field. Knox County has
you during your absence. The
FREE DELIVERY
TELEPHONES 17 OR 18
regular copy of the paper will
strong claims on the nomination,
go to the home as usual. Just
and Mr. Dwinel has exxrptional
telephone the address to the
qualifications for the office, but l.v
office, or mail a card. The paper
feels that the present is too early
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
to reach the decision, which he
rive home. There will be no
promises iihall be given in due sea
charge.
son.

PROTECT

J. A. JAMESON CO.

.

Peanut Butter ■
CAMPBELL'S

Soups

CHOICE OF ANY
ALL KINDS

Nation-Wide Store* carry a

complete line of wholesome

body-building food* recom
mended for children.

And,

SEEDED—Make. Vigor

.2

Raisins.

of course, what's good for

TAYLOR'S—Nice Flavor—Mix With Glng.r Ala

them is good for grown-up* too.

Grape Juice.

15 Os
Pkg.

13*

Pint Bot

15*

SPLENDID BRAND
BR-

Rice
Beans
PEA-YELLOW EYE
KIDNEY

29‘
ANGLO
Corned Beef

FANCY
WHOLE KERNEL
BLUE ROSE

2«15*

CHILDREN SURE DO LIKE
CREAM TARTAR BISCUITS
THREE CROW

Cream Tartar.

Pkg

10‘

THREE CROW

Soda ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

1 Lb
Pkg

6

QUAKER

Corn Meal.

.2 *«• 17*
Pkg.

Th. N.w Type Shortening

NO 1 CAN

17
Sunshine

GRAHAM CRACKERS
oven freih • rich • nutritive
»e3&„

Formay

FOR
FLAKIER
PIE CRUSTS

1 Lb Can

19*

110 Ox Pkg

15*

Lb Tin

31*

■

NAl ION-WIDE—Fancy

Pitted Dates
LA TOURAINE

Coffee

A NATIONAL
FAVORITE

NATION-WIDE

Coffee

TO START THE
DAY RIGHT

■

Lb Pkg

25*

NATION-WIDE

Teas

Your Choice ol
ORANGE PEKOE or
FORMOSA OOLONG

‘A Lb
Carton

25*

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

GLENCOVE
’’

I

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
SEALECT
MILK
Tall can

LARGE CANS

KOR-PACK BRAND

Miss Carrie Newcombe of Belfast
was a caller last Thursday at Mrs.
Alton Wincapaw's.
PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS
Penobscot View Grange held its
regular 6.30 supper before the meet
SWEET TENDER
ing last Thursday night. There was
Miss Prances Bourne who Is em
an
extra
good
supper,
and
many
ployed’ by A. C. McLoon * Co., Is at
359 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 1097-W
were disappointed because brother
their Boston office to ra few weeks.
OVER PALMER'S JEWELRY STORE
and sister W. A. Wheeler of Bruns
wick were prevented from being
Two bold bad boys, aged 9 and 13, f-HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday, 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
present on account if illness. Howwere placed on probation yesterday
Evenings By Appointment
everan Interesting meeting was held
after confeslsng to a number ol
52-lt
and visitors were present from White
breaks.
*WaBCTMWW«ffji
Oak, Pleasant Valley and Equity
Granges. Past tate Master Obadiah
Bowdoin Neallcy of Bangor fished,
Rockland Lodge, F A.M. meets to
Augustus D. Bird, who underwent Gardner gave a very engaging talk
in Knox County waters without a
night.
GREEN OR WAX
a major operation at Knox Hospital on costs of State auto operation and
license. In Municipal Court yesterone
month
ago,
was
removed
to
his
State
road
-building.
day he paid $10 and costs for his
Aurora Lodge, F A M . meets to home on Camden street yesterday,
oversight.
morrow night.
his condition much improved.
Wesley N, Wasgatt and Carl Thurs
Ralph L. Smith of Broad streeH
.
ton of this city are members of the
.
.
Merle Dobbins is relieving as third
Glen A. Stokes of Orange City, N.
boasts the first tulip of the season,
officer on the SB. Samuel Q. Brown J., has sold to Charles S. Russell of graduating class at U. of M.
FINEST MAINE
picked Sunday. The bloom, borne
of the Tide Water Oil Co., New York. Orange Ibt properly on Mcduncook
a fairly long stem. Is a beautiful varie-'
The
Rockland
Lions
Club
tomor

Rive: known as Moody Island, for
gated type In rose, yellow and White 1
row will listen td tales of the sea.
merly Crotch Island.
TO ENFORCE CURFEW LAW
as told by Edward OB. Burgess of
From Oakland, Calif., comes ne'
Sylvia S. Sheves of Boston ad Thomaston. In a brief talk at a re
of the death of Austin Herbert Hills,
Five strokes of the fire alarm
dressed
in Postoffice square Sunday cent meeting Mr. Burgess told just
a native of Rockland, who left this
at 8.45 tonight, and on each suc
afternoon,
a mass meeting held under enough to whet the Lions interest
ceeding night, means that chil
city in 1873 to carve out a successful,
the auspices of the Mooney defense and curiosity. They are all anxious
business career on the opposite’^ dren under 15 must immediately
and
other committees. Hie speaker to hear the full story tomorrow.
scoot for home, and be under the
coast. Obituary deferred.
1
took both of the major parties to task.
BORN
.
.
I family rooftree by 9 o'clock. The
CLEMENTS—At Lowell. Mass , April 28
City Government last night
On Limerock street, opposite th#<
TALI- CAN
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles R Clements j
Everybody is exhibiting scrip these
voted thus to enforce the curfewresidence of Arthur Rokes work ha^
(Edna Wardwell), a daughter. Martha |
days, but how many can show a
law, provided for in the ordi
begun on a five-room bungalow
sample
125 years old? Charles Lewis
MARRIED
nances.
which will have a garage attached. I
—At Quincy., Mass
of Orient street has one In the de HARJULA-AALTO
April
30.
by
Rev Mr. Sundelln, Arthur
Freeman A. Stanley Is the contrac
fc Harjula of Thomaston and Laura !
nomination of $3, drawn on a Bur
SWEET CALIFORNIA
tor, and the building will be ready
Aalto of Quincy. Mass
A large crowd gathered at Sandy lington, Vt. bank.
for occupancy early in the fall.
Beach Sunday to witness baptisms
DIED
No broken bones, but a bad bruis LINDGREN—At Warren. April 30. George
conducted by the Pentecostal Mis
Kenneth V. 'White is home from
Konstantin Lindgren, aged 34 years 3
sion.
ing, was sustained Saturday night
months.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
Hartford, where he attended the
by Loren Blake, when he was run
o'clock, daylight time, at the home
convention of the Amateur Radio
of
Mr
and
Mrs. Hjalmar Lindgren.
Knott C. Rankin of the Rockland down by Xavier Winchenbaugh's
East Warren. Interment at the FairFANCY CALIFORNIA
Relay League. In Boston he was th< St Rockport Lime Corp., has been
view
cemetery,
Warren.
car. He was examined at Knox Hos
guest of Howell Cullinan. Boston granted a patent on material ana
CHANDLER—At Camden. May 1, Ellen
pital.
M. Chandler, daughter of James
Globe news announcer, and saw the method of making waterproof mortar.
Mitchell
and
Marguerite
(Robbi
Chandler.
Washington-Red Sox game.
Driving a borrowed car, with the MARDEN—At Rockland. April 31. Fred
-k4 Robert McCarty, secretary of the
C. Marden of North Haven, aged 71
■ owner's permission, but without an
At the Commercial College Fridav, ’Mocklland Baseball Association has
years. 29 days. Funeral Wednesday at
operator's license, Judson Rector
2
o'clock from church at North Haven
an interesting salesmanship play
called a meeting for next Monday
, ran into and fatally injured a dog STEWART—At Union. April 29. William
presented by Gertrude Smith, Cardlyr. night to be held in the Central Maine | belonging to Fred Condon. For
M. Stewart, aged 89 years. 10 months.
29 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
Reed. Myrtle Wolf. Dorothy Joyce anel rooms. A keen interest is already be
daylight.
leaving the scene of the accident
Arietta Maloney, this being part of ing shown in Twilight League base
CARD OF THANKS
the /chool training. The cast was di ball. and some interesting plans are without notification he was given his
To relatives, neighbors and friends for
i choice of paying $5 and costs or
rected by Mrs. Lena K Sargent, prin said to be afoot.
their kindness and sympathy during our
1 serving 30 days.
recent bereavement, for the flora!
cipal.
tributes and to those who so kind!',’
New honors came to a valued con
provided automobiles, we extend our
A caller at The Courler-Oazette heartfelt thanks.
The finals of the annual University tributor to this paper last week
Joseph Thibodeau and family. Mr. and
WALDOBORO
Of Maine prize speaking contest tor when Albion B. Crocker <Boze) was office yesterday brought a decided Mrs Melvin A. Simmons and famtlv
Mr. and Mrs Ralph A Slnunons. Mr
suggestion
of
summer.
He
was
Philip
high schools and academies took place elected first vice president of the
and Mrs Philip Reed. Mr and MrMr. and Mrs. K L. Dcymore ol
Saturday evening at Orono, with 75 Somerville (Mass.) Sons of Maine F. Dondero, the man who keeps Oak Daniel Davis.
Freeport and Florida have been guests
competitors representing 30 schaol:' Club. Other officers chosen weTe: I land Park on the map, and who is
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt ap cf Mrs. Carrie Miller.
from all over the State. Loren Drew Ralph A. Hight president, Hiram planning to start another season there
preciation
of the kindly sets and sym
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig is visiting rela
of Camden took second honors in the Turner second vice president, Aaron i on Memorial Day, with a noted or- pathy shown us In our recent bereave
ment
and
for
the beautiful flowers sent tives in Providence.
I
chestra.
Workmen
are
already
dollextemporaneous speaking.
B. Noyes secretary and Edwin O
by lrlends, neighbors and class of 1933
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Welt of Port
Russell treasurer. Harry L. Alley, i’ ing up the property. Mrs. Dondero high
Mrs. Alice Arey. Mrs. Lola Knowlton,
I came to Rockland with her husband.
In Municipal Court yesterday Hall
land were recent guests of Mr. and
Orville 6. Waldron, Mazina S
Carleton and Ruth Clark.
Thomas was sentenced to six months
Vlnalhaven.
Mrs. Charles Welt.
Orover, Lewisi H. Watts and George
Grave injustice was done to one ol
In Jail for the larceny of a large num
L. Rice are on the executive commit-!
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Castner ol
ber of Rhode Island Red hens from
Wall's Wonders in our report of the
We wish to extend our sincere thsnk'
tec. and Harry A. Tufts Is steward.
our many friends and neighbors for Portland have been visiting Mr. and
last bowling match, for it was Mason to
Harold Allen of Camden Sentence
their sympathy, their many deeds of Mrs. J. H Castr.er.
and for the beautiful floral
was suspended on the condition that
One of the largest Masonic fu- J who had high string, and he should kindness,
tokens in our recent bereavement
George Buchan has returned lrom
Thomas makes restitution Arrest by Jierals this city has seen for sev certainly be given credit for his 123.
Miss Helen Small, Mr. and Mrs Percy
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick followed an. eral years took place Sunday after This game produced two other new Small. Mr and Mrs. John D Town- I a visit of two weeks in Boston.
send. Mr. and Mrs. Ouy E Small. Mr
George Boggs, Mrs. A. E. Boggs and
investigation.
Mrs Evan Marston, Mr. and Minoon when services were held for records, redounding to the credit ol and
Charles Marston. Mr and Mrs. Walter Miss Marcia Blaney were Portland
the
Three
Crows
—
a
string
total
of
Simeon A. Duncan, who was
Phllbrook. Mr and Mrs Cecil Small. Mr
The Maine State Prison Minstrel
visitors Saturday.
drowned at Andrews Island last 333 and a game total of 1673. Even and Mrs. C. F Miller. L. L Anderson. • I
show to be presented Friday night,
that
didn't
give
anybody
license
to
Announcement has been incdc of
Friday. Mr. Duncan had twice been
CARD OF THANKS
under the direction of Marshall
call
the
other
team
Wall's
Blunders.
the
birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs.
I
wish
to
express
thanks
and
appre

commander of Claremont ComBradford is exciting a great deal ot~
ciation to friends for their kindness ac Charles Stengcr. April 24, at their
mandery and many Sir Knights
during my recent bereavement
The annual May supper for the corded
attention, and, as everybody should'
the death of my husband. Charle- home in Friendship.
marched in the escort. The Rock children of the Congregational pri in
Whltney Sprague, to members of the
know, is open to the public. The In
Mrs A. L. Shorey entertained the
land Lodge service was conducted mary Sunday school will take place Coast Guard, friends at the Modern
mates are seeking money for their
Pants Factory, and for the beautiful
by H. L. Richards. W.M.. with Rev. tomorrow at 5.30. Mrs. W Seymour floral tributes, and to all those furnish Kauswelikit Club at the Friday meet
athletic fund, and are bound to give
cars at the time of the funeral.
ing.
,
, .
. tW. S. Rounds as chaplain. Tne Cameron as chairman will be assist ingMrs.
Helen Sprague and daughters.
Friends here of Mrs Myrtle Sim
,,
. * , , , . ,, . .
’ •bearers were Capt. John A. Stevens, ed by Mrs. Earl Perry and Mrs.
begins at 8 o clock daylight.
. „ .
-- - — -4
CARD OF THANKS
mons Thibedeau were saddened to
J. E. Stevens, Harold L. Karl and Chauncey Keene, and also by parents
We wish to thank our friends and ,
neighbors for their many kindnesses hear of her sudden death. She was
Miss Bernadette Snow of the senior Myron E. Young. Interment in Sea and the primary teachers. Thursday and
beautiful floral tributes during uui the daughter of Mr. and Mrs Melvin
class of Rockland High School, com View cemetery. The funeral serv night there will be a supper for the recent bereavement.
Mildred
peted in the Lydia Spear speaking ices for Charles Whitney Sprague, older children of the school at 6. Mrs. relatives. Ryan. George Ryan and all Simmons of Friendship and formerly
attended school in this town.
contest at Winslow Friday night who was drowned with Mr. Dun Charles G Hewett will be chairman
Mrs. C. B Stahl and Miss Betty |
winning third place. While this deci- can were held at the Burpee parlors. and has for her committee Mrs
Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon
of
the
Episcopal
Stahl
were recent Portland visitors.
Charles Merritt, Mrs. John G. Snow.
sion docs not provide place n tne
finals to be held May 3. Miss Snow i Church officiating Here, also, there Mrs. Edwin Edwards, Miss Frances
Of particular interest to local peo
award is especially gratifying as was a large attendance of sorrow Chatto, Miss Mary Ginn, Miss Eliza
ple in connection with the installa
there were 20 contestants. Her selec ing friends.
beth Snow, Miss Ruth Peterson, Wil
tion of the $2,225,000 dial system for
tion was the "Beau of Bath."
liam P. Kelley, Lawrence Crane Rob
the
New England Telephone Sl Tele
Mrs. Winifred Butler of Portland, ert Allen. Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Rounds
graph Co. in Portland, is the fact that
Rev. George H. Welch and L. A. Mrs. George Avery, and Mrs. E. E will be special guests.
Allan F. Hassncr is in charge of it,
Walker are in Bangor tocay attend Knight won honors at the card party
superintending hundreds of men, who
Thursday
afternoon
under
the
aus

Representatives
of
W
8
Rice.
Adams.
ing the Universalist- Ur.itailan con
Mrs Florence Young was chairman
N. Y.. originator of the Rico Method
ference at the Unitarian Church pices of Edwin Libby Relief Corps. of the Eastern Star supper Friday. for the self treatment of rupture at have been employed nine months or
when Rev. Roger Etz, superintendent "Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs. Knight There were about 125 In attendance. home, will be at the Hotel Rockland. this project. The dial installation Is !
Rockland. Me . Tuesday. May 2. to glie
and secretary of the National Con acted as hostesses, and there were The attractive decorations, striking a a personal and free trial of his method the largest of its kind done by em
all sufferers who want to end rupture ployes of the company and Mr. Hass- [
three
tables.
The
circle
housekeep

spring note, featured a color scheme to
vention and highest official of Unitrouble and truss wearing
No matter how bad the Rupture, how nrr has complete supervision of all
veraaJist denomination, will speak on ers were Mrs. Elizabeth Barton Mrs. of green and yellow, carried out in
long you have had It. or how hard to
the new movement initiated by Uni Effie Walsh, Mrs Myra Waits and crepe paper, flowers and ferns. There hold; no matter how many kinds ol the work. The fact that he is a na
tartans to bring the two churches to Miss Sarah Sanrom. A happy feature were visitors from Grace Chapter ol trusses you have worn, let nothing pre tive of Waldoboro, the son of O. V
vent you from getting this FREE Hassncr, and a graduate of Waldo
gether In closer working fellowship cf the supper was a birthday card Thomaston, Forget-me-not of South TRIAL.
Whether you are tall and
short and atout. have a large ab boro High School, brings a feeling ol
Dr. Etz Is a member of the Joint com shower for Mrs. Rebecca Icgraham Thomaston and Juanita of Stoning thin,
domen. whether you think you are past pride in the rtmarkable progress
mission representing both denomina in honor of her 85th birthday. The ton. It was voted to begin all meetings help or have a rupture as large as your
fists, this marvelous Method will so con
tions, which was appointed to work evening program Included readings by henceforth at 7.30 daylight. Past trol and keep it up Inside as to surprise made by the young man ir. bis par
you.
It will so restore the parts where ticular line of work.
out a practicable plan for some sor. Mrs. Amanda Choate, Mrs Velma Patron Hatch of Grace Chapter of the rupture
comes through that soon
Marsh,
Mrs.
Nellie
Higglrs,
Mrs.
of union, and which, after several
fered pleasant remarks. Mrs. Laura you will be as free to work at any oc
cupation
as
though
you had never been
conferences, suggested that they come Elizabeth Barton. Mrs. Higgins' selec Maxey was named charman for the ruptured.
tion
being
an
original
poem
dedicat

The
trial
will
be
absolutely complete
together under what is now known as
supper for May 12. The program in
thorough without a penny of cost.
ed to Mrs. Ingraham. It was voted cluded a piano solo “Au Matin" by and
"The Free Church of America."
You owe It to your own personal com
CABINS, RESTAURANT,
to hold a benefit card party Friday Goddard, Mrs. Amy Tripp; an address fort and safety not to miss the great
free demonstration. It Is a real oppor
LUNCHEONETTE
Free delivery by Western Uniotf4 Aftcmo
temoon at the home of Mrs. Marv by Dr. Harry L. Richards; and vocal tunity to learn how you may be done
service Is offered1 on $2 orders or ovf-r|fcooprr Limerock street, and Mrs. solos by Mrs. Vivian Hewett, one ol with dialing trusses and the danger,
OPEN TODAY,
suffering and trouble your rupture has |
by J. J. Newberry Co. in their big Barton and Mrs. Ella Fl.ve were which was the Maine song written caused.
WARREN,
ME.
TEL. 11-2
hours are 10 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5
grocery sale advertised on page named housekeepers for circle supper by Mrs. Blanche Heald Ellsworth ot p. The
m. and evenings 7 to 8. Remember
PARTIES
SOLICITED
Hie dales and place, lliilcl llockland.
three of this newspaper—adv.
* preceding the meeting of Thursday. Rockport.
45-lt
Rockland, M.
50-52

Dr. Dana S. Newman

FRESH PLUMS

SALAD DRESSING

2

<*• 25c

cans

tall cans

j 5c

GRAPEFRUIT

BAKER’S COCOA
1-2 lb. can

CUT BEANS

Large can
MORGAN'S CREAMED

cans

SPECIAL!

CHICKEN,

ORANGE PEKOE TEA
full pound 25c

GOLDEN CORN

MORGAN’S CREAMED

FORMOSA OOLONG
Lb 19c

?e cans

ONE POUND BARREL

only 19Tb

COFFEE,

LAUNDRY SPECIALS
Large Bar Soap
Lighthouse Cleanser

ROCKWOOD'S

5c

COCOA

iblOc-iH, 19c

APRICOTS

SARDINES

3

3 for
10c

BIG PACKAGE

SOAP POWDER,

FANCY NORWEGIAN

™ 10c

10c

PEANUT BUTTER

TRY Ol'R SPECIAL BLEND

Only

5c

CHIPPED BEEF,

These are regular 59c value

SAUER KRAUT

PRUNES

SLICED AND HALVES

KRAFT'S

PEAS

10c

PEACHES,

CRAB MEAT
1-2 size

10c

LARGE PACKAGE

cans

RINSO,

LARGE SIZE

Orders of Oyer $2 Delivered by Western Union Service

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING
—AT—

Special Prices For the Month of May
Sec Ben Pliilbrook at

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

Singing a Spring Song!

Garage, 632 Main Street, Rockland
AUBURN, CIIRYSLEB, PLYMOUTH, KEO, WILLYS-OVEKLAN'D
SALES—SERVICE
52*54

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

COMING
To End

RUPTURE
Troubles

“THE LIFE-SAVER”

■

a

MAMMOTH GROCERY SALE

•J*

We cater to the working man, who realizes the value
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
be governed by the limits of his income. We can
save you money on your dental bills.

? No matter how old and bat+ tered your hat may be our efficient
* workmanship will make it look as
’clean and fresh as new.

<FELT HATS
£ ( leaned and
t Blocked

5Oc

PHILIP SULIDES

+ MAIN STREET,
ROCK I.AN Ilf
4> 4-4-4-4-<•++❖<• 4-+4-•!• 4-4-<. .•

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES
----------

if you don’t WATCH OUT ....
T lie inflationists will get you—There arc rumblings of inflation—and the
facts point to an increase in commodity prices—cotton and rubber have advanced

over 30', —and it bears well (hat tire costs will soon go up.

SAVE MONEY—take this opportunity when prices arc still low to equip
your car with Kelly-Springfield Registered! ires—six times fortified against wear
and fatigue—They cost no more than ordinary tires.
Look at these low Kelly-Springfield latigue-proof Lotta Miles Prices—

4.50-20

$4.25

5.00-19

4.50-21

$4.30

5.25-18

4.75-19

$4.90

5.25-21

«5»*5*•J*•J*

Dental Service

•>

■

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maxey and
’ Miss Cnshman of Augusta were rej cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Maxey.
Inspector George Fuibush and
Louie Krieger of the Central Maine
Power Co. were at the Glencove sub
station recently.
Mrs. Harriett Buker was calling on
friends here and a dinner guest of
| Mrs. Helen Hal'l Friday.
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw attended the
Jolly Six Club held with Mrs. Harry
Mather in Rockland Thursday.
Lewis Wincapaw has been visiting
Benjamin Perry in Warren for a few
days.

•

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 3 (League baseball)—Thomaston
High at Rockland.
May 5—Public minstrel show nt the
State Prison.
May 5—Lincoln Baptist Association
meets at Morrill.
May 5 (3 to 930)—Annual meeting ol
Woman's Educational Club In Orand
Army hall.
May 6—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Hope Orange.
May 10—Annual Elks State bowling
tournament at home of Rockland Lodge.
May 12—Arbor Day
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League In Bath.
May 15.17 — Annual CongregationalChristian Conference at Camden.
May 18—Annual roll call of Miriam
Rebekah Lodge
May 18—Baptist Men's League ob
serves "25th anniversary.
May 20—Boy Scout Council Jamboree
In Portland.
May 28—Opening to the publlo of
Montpelier In Thomaston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 14—W. C. T. U. County Conven
tion at Methodist Church In Union
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.
June 24—St. John's Day.
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer
son.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
Its world convention In Boston.

Page Three

•

$5.10
$5.£0

%

$6.40

CAMDEN & THOMASTON BUS LINE FILLING STATION
179 CAMDEN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
52-54
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GEORGIA OBSERVES
200TH ANNIVERSARY
Last of Thirteen Colonie*
to Be Settled.

B

Washington.—Georgia lias been
celebrating its two-hundredth anni
versary, and as a birthday memento
tlie Post Office department lias Is
sued a special tbree-cent stamp
bearing the portrait of Gen. James
Edward Oglethorpe, who lunded
with his followers at tlie present
site of Savannah, on February 12 or
13, 1733. The latter date lias been
the generally accepted one.
Georgia and Savannah are dealt
with in a bulletin from the National
Geographic society quoting a com
munication from Ralph A. Graves.
“The last of the thirteen original
colonies to be settled, Georgia, with
an area of more than 59.000 square
mile*, is the largest state east of the
Mississippi," says the bulletin. “In
this particular she is truly a nation
in herself, exceeding In size the re
public of Austria, or Czechoslovakia.
Greece, or Portugal, any one of the
six Central American republics, or
any of the three Island republics of
the Caribbean. She Is larger than
England and Wales, or Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Denmark com
bined.

Blunder in Law Provided

'

King Must Share Sentence

Strange mistakes are sometimes
made lu drafting parliamentary
bills. Some of these are merely amus
ing. but others might have had se
rious consequences if not put right.
For Instance, in one case all the
members of parliament who had
been president of the board of
trade since the board of trade act
of 1999 was passed would have been
Hable to heavy penalties If parlia
ment had not regularized their po
sition.
Then, some years ago, lt was dis
covered that divorces of Anglo-In
dians pronounced In Indian courts
were Invai! 1. As the Indian courts
had been dealing with such cases
for a long time and many of
the people affected had remarried,
things would have been awkward
If the law had not been altered.
Sometimes a blunder creeps ln dur
ing the passage of a bill through
parliament. An old hill Imposed a
fine as the penalty for stealing linen
from bleaching fields. One-half of
the tine was to go to the prosecu
tor and one-half to the king.
While the bill was under consid
eration an Amendment was carried
altering the punishment to ten
years' transportation. But the fiftyfifty cluuse was left in, so that It
appeared that the king was to sliaro
the sentence.—London Answers.

Variety of Products.

770
and our Ad Taker will gladly give
you expert advice in formulating an
ad which will sell your discarded
furniture, rent your unused room,
find the domestic help you want or
perform for you any of the hun
dreds of services in which CourierGazette Want Ads get results.

FOR
results you can depend on The
Courier-Gazette. Thousands of peo
ple are attracted by this tremen
dously practical section .. it’s filled
with profitable opportunities and
items of interest. If you are one of
the few who haven’t become a reg
ular reader and user of this valuable
and economical form of advertising
start now ... you will be pleasantly
surprised with the

COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT ADS

“Her situation on the Atlantic sea
board and her diversity of elevation
are such that of the nine distinct
climate belts to be found ln the
United States proper, eight are en
countered within her bounds, with
the result that she grow* as great
a variety of agricultural products
as any state ln the Union.
“Georgia's second city and chief
port I* Savannah. It ls exceeded
only by metropolitan and bustling
Atlanta. It was where Savannah
now lies that James Edward Ogle
thorpe, In, 1733, established the flrst
settlement of the new colony named
for hl* sovereign, George II.
'"There was a four-fold purpose ac
tuating the founding of the last of
the English colonies ln America. The
British government was anxious to
have a buffer state between the Car
olina-Virginia settlement* to the
north and the hostile Spaniards in
Florida, and a 'shock absorber'
for possible encroachment* of the
French from Louisiana. General
Oglethorpe, on the other hand, was
chiefly interested in affording a
place of rehabilitation for thou
sands of his worthy but Impover
ished countrymen and a retreat for
the unfortunate of other lands who
were being persecuted for their re
ligious convictions.
"Th* early settlers included not
only Englishmen, but Scottish High
landers, German Lutherans (Salz
burgers), Portuguese Jews, Swiss,
and Piedmontese.
“Like Augusta.Savannah is steeped
In tradition, and historical associa
tion is the visitor's companion
wherever he goes. Here he finds
two monument*, the cornerstones of
which were laid by Lafayette, one
commemorating the Revolutionary
hero, Gen. Nathanael Greene, and
the other that gallant Polish friend
of liberty, Count Caslmlr Pulaski,
who lost hl* life at the siege of the
city In 1779.
Hero of Fort Moultrie.

“Hard by Is a third monument, to
William Jasper, the hero whose dar
ing exploit In replacing the fallen
colors of the Revolutionary forces
at Fort Moultrie in the face of a
galling Are has thrilled every Amer
ican schoolboy. Jasper fell at Sa
vannah with Pulaski ln the siege
of '79.
“It was from this flourishing sea
port, 114 years ago, that the Savan
nah made the flrst successful trans
atlantic voyage ln the history of
steamship navigation, the passage to
Liverpool requiring 25 days.
•Three venerable structures in the
heart of the Forest City, so named
because of the massive, moss-fes
tooned live oaks which line Its
streets, attract the attention of the
historically minded—the Savannah
theater, one of the oldest playhouses
ln America, ln which practically
all the stage star* In the more than
a century of lt* existence hare ap
peared; Christ church, on the site
of the original edifice where John
Wesley, founder of Methodism, was
once a rector and where he Is sup
posed to have established a Sunday
school (still ln existence) some 50
years before Robert Raikes started
his ‘first Sunday school ln the
world' at Gloucester, England; and
the third a mellow old house, now
the home of a venerable Savannah
Jurist, In which General Sherman es
tablished hls headquarter* after he
had completed his 'march to the
sea.'
“While Savannah derives much of
Its delightful atmosphere from such
associations, there Is another side
to the city which is equally arrest
ing. It ls the world's greatest naval
stores market and its miles of wa
terfront accommodate shipping from
all parts of the globe, especially ves
sels which come for cargoes of cot
ton, turpentine and rosin.
“There is also a manufacturing
side to this, the oldest city ln the
state. One of the most interesting
of Its industrial establishments ls a
sugar refinery, the only plant of its
kind between New Orleans and Bal
timore, and therefore occupying a
marketing advantage in an area
covering 13 states.”

Wadsworth Inn
33 UNION ST.,
CAMDEN, ME.
TRY OUR

35c and 50c Dinners

Vancouver Island Named

for Prominent Navigator

Vancouver is named for George
Vancouver, who discovered it. This
famous navigator was born in 1758,
and entered the Royal navy in 1777
as an able seaman on the Resolu
tion under the celebrated Oapt.
James Cook. He became a midship
man on the Discovery, on Captain
Cook's third voyage; snd in 1780 he
passed hl* examination as a lieu
tenant He attained the rank of
commander ln 1790, and In 1791 was
sent In the Discovery to take over
from the Spaniards the Nootka
Sound territory. He explored the
Pacific coast of the North American
continent,' and on hls return to the
Old country In 1795 he devoted him
self to preparing hls Journals for
publication. He died when this task
was practically completed, on May
10, at Petersham, England.
His
"Voyage of Discovery to the North
Pacific Ocean and Round the World,"
ln the years 1790-1795, edited by his
brother, John Vancouver, appeared
in London, in three volumes, in the
same year.—Montreal Hera’.J.
Habits ef “Coon***

KIN OF EX-KAISER
WORKS AS WAITER
Ekes Out Precarious Living

Purls.—Penniless, hungry, Jobless,
Alexander Zoubkoff, onMlme broth
er-in-law of the former Kaiser Wil
helm, is anxious to quit the tiny
refuge of Luxembourg, where he
went when German uud French po
lice told him he was au undesirable.
Bearing only a Nansen passport,
which the League of Nations accord
ed to Russian uud other homeless
exiles, he must be Invited hy a for
eign government before he can go
abroad.
Zoubkoff has In mind the publica
tion of his memoirs and a series of
conferences embrolderlug the ro
mance of his muny love affairs, hut
has insisted that neither the story
nor the talks will mention the name
of hls former royal spouse, the kai
ser’s sister. Princess Victoria.
The young Russian, who Is thir
ty-one, but who appears aged far
beyond hls years, has known the
vagaries of fortune. When he first
came to Luxembourg, he liyed in a
castle along the Moselle; piece by
piece, his property was lost and ln
recent mouths he has kept himself
from starving by working as a wait
er, or dishwasher. In Luxembourg
restaurants, as a sandwich man in
the public parks, or as a chauffeur
of taxicabs.
Today he Is Jobless, penniless, and
looks hungry. Ills eyes, which won
for him many romantic conquests,
are as bright as ever, but they stare
from a pale aud thin face.
The ex-kulser will do nothing for
hi* brother-in-law. Zoubkoff tried
several times to get word to the
kaiser In Holland of hls situation
and wrote many letters, all of which
were unanswered. The ex kaiser let
lt be known that he never approved
of the marriage aud that If his sis
ter had made a mistake he, Wil
helm. could not be expected to pay
for it.
His own family, while not wealthy,
Is ln fair circumstances aud Ids
mother ts understood to have prom
ised to pay his hotel bills regularly,
so long as he stays in Luxembourg.
There were stories ln the newspa
pers that Zoubkoff hail gone over
Europe on travels and to make
speeches, but that ls proven wrong
by the police records, which show
that, except for occasional short
trips over the border, he never left
Luxembourg.

Kreuger’s Yacht Motor
to Chase Rum Smugglers

Driver Complains

Turret Spider Never Hunts

Prairie Dog Like Camel

The prairie dog drinks little or no
water. But years ago many west
ern farmers believed that the com
plex tunnels constructed by these
animals under ground led to some
underground source of water and
as a result spent many useless hours
in the vicinity of such tunnels driv
ing for water.

San Antonio.—Like father, like
daughter—so when her Justice of
peace father was not ut home the
daughter held court and did the
fining.
Such was the report of Her
man H. Ochs, president of the
San Antonio Chamber of Com
merce, in a protest against mis
treatment of motoring tourists.
Ochs said that a Chicago mo
torist was escorted to the resi
dence of a justice of peace. The
Justice was not there, “so his
daughter held court out there hy
the side of the road aud fined
the man $15.25," Ochs protested.
“As a result the man's feelings
were hurt," Ochs said, “and he
declared thnt he would advise all
hls friends to steer clear of this
county.”

HARRY SMITH

Gilchrest

GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR

Monumental Works

ING With PRECISION TOOLS

20 WINTER ST.,

ROCKLAND
49-lt
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in Luxembourg.

“Coons" are animals of the wood
Heuslngfors, Finland.—Tfie expen.
land edges aDd habitually frequent
give motor which the late match
ground where running water is
king, Ivar Kreuger, had fitted tn hls
available. They build their homes I private yacht will now do service
preferably in hollow trees, but oc
against Finnish liquor smugglers.
casionally may be found in rocky
After the financier’s suicide his
crannies and even in bank furrows.
personal effects were sold In order
Tracks of the raccoon curiously re
to recover some small |iart of the
semble those that might by made
loss to Investors. At the sales It
by the hands of a very small child.
was noted that small articles like
In food habits, the raccoon bars
neckties were bought at many times
practically nothing on the menu.
their real worth by souvenir hunt
Frogs, fish, flesh, fowl, eggs, rep
ers. But highly valued ttems such
tiles, insects, shell fish, fruit, nuts,
as works of art fetched only a frac
grain, vegetables, and sweets are ac- : tion of their true worth due to the
ceptable fare with him; not equally
depression.
so, but welcome at all times. If
Among these was the engine from
near water, the raccoon usually
Kreuger's splendid motor yacht,
washes bis food carefully before
Maybach. The motor had cost more
eating IL
than $10,000. It has now been pur
chased by Finnish coast guard au
thorities for about one-tenth Its orig
Tisb and Earthquake
inal price. It will be fitted to a
Fish were biting well for a party
smuggler chasing speedboat.
of New Plymouth fishermen ln a
launch ln a choppy sea off Monkau.
Gunmen Raid Hospital
Three, four and five fish at a time
were being hauled In on lines with
at Chicago, Loot Till
numerous hooks. Suddenly the bit
ing ceased. After vainly fishing for
Chicago.—Bandits forced 35 per
some time the fishermen returned
sons, Including a man on crutches,
to New Plymouth, to discover that , to He on the floor ln the office of
an earthquake and the cessation of
the Swedish Covenant hospital
biting had coincided In time. They
while they robbed the cash drawer
were not aware of the earthquake
of $100.
until they went aaliore. The origin
Harry Balder, thirty-five years
of the earthquake ls suld to have
old, who had come to visit a sick
been under the sea.—Montreal Her
friend, was slow In lying down. A
ald.
bandit struck him on the head with
a revolver muzzle. The hospital al! lowed him a room and surgical
Lilting Powers of Gases
I treatment free.
Hydrogen wlll lift 0.071 pounds
per cubic foot, under ordinary con
Drowns in Goldfish Bowl
ditions while helium will lift 0.00*)
Paterson, N. J.—The body of
pounds per cubic foot At sea level
three-year-old John Pogano, of
under average conditions, 1,000
Fair 1-awn, N. J., was found In the
cubic feet of air weighs about 80
bottom of a concrete goldfish bowl
pounds, while the same amount of
ln the rear of the home of Mr. nnd
hydrogen weighs about 5 pounds,
Mrs. John J. Foster, neighbors. The
and the same amount of helium
bowl Is seven feet across and two
about 12 pounds. As It Is difficult
to get these gases In the pure state, j and a half feet deep.
their actual lifting power per 1,000
cubic feet would average about 71
pounds for hydrogen and 66 pounds
Portia Unmerciful,
for helium.

The turret spider never hunts for
prey. Instead lt waits st the top ot
Its burrow for the creatures upon
which it feeds to come within reach,
though this may mean lt must go
without food for weeks or even
months at a time. When lt does
capture a victim, however, lt feeds
voraciously.
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
20-Polnt of compate
(abbr.)
22-Raw metal
24-Pronoun
26-Doz*
28- Lacerate
29- Cirl's name
30- Japane*e coin
31- To raze
32- Paradise
35-Organ of hearing
38-Noise
40-Gave pleasure to
42- Examined
43- Part of the foot
44- A fur-bearing
animal (pl.)
46- Pronoun
47- Father (Short)
48- Portions
52- Military assistant
53- Cear
55-Bone of the body
55-On the summit
57-A sound in the
chest
59-Roe (Scot.)
61- A musical note
62- Mineral spring

i HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
54- And (Lat.)
1-Demolishes
55- Owns
6-Leaner
56- A constellation
11-A rodent
58-Row
12- A waiter
60-To flow out
16-Rescue
S2-A heavenly body
16- A metal
63- Girl's name
17- Butts
64- Mature
18- Cognizant of
65- Natlve of Poland
19- Retidence (abbr.)
66- Restrains from
20- Consume
acting
21- Preposition
23-0Id spelling of tray 67-Arranges, as
drapery
24- Tavern
25- Eagle
27-Affirmed
VERTICAL
30-Stained
33- Half an em
1- Spins
34- Look
2- Scarce
36- Tablet
3- Greek god of love
37- Conjunction
4-Century (abbr.)
39-An insect
5- Shores (Poet.)
41-Compass point
6- Plan
(abbr.)
42- One who betray* hls 7- Bezeech
8- Rave
country
9- Alway*
45-Mature*
10-Recompense
49- Used in negation
13- A rodent
50- A Greek letter
14- ExiSt
61-Sorrowful
-R

(Solution to Previous Puzilrl

SEE ATOM BUNDLE
OF ENERGY WAVES
Experiment Confirms Discov
ery of New Element.

New York.—Startling proof that
atoms, smallest particles of matter,
are really packets of electrical
waves, has been obtained by burst
ing aluminum metal atoms.
This feat baa been achieved by
Dr. M. A. Tuve and hit colleague*,
L. M. Hafstad aud O. Dahl of the
department of territorial magnet
ism, Carnegie Institute, Washington,
who received th* $1,000 prize of the
American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science In 1931.
Besides proving that matter Is
really bundles of energy waves, the
present experimenters confirmed the
existence of the newly dlacovered
elements “neuton,” or “neutron."
Also, they converted lithium, boron
and other atoms Into helium.
These amazing transformations
of matter from one simple condition
into another were achieved hy the
use of th* Van de Graaff type of
electrical power producing machine,
a marvelous American Invention
from which tt ls expected enor
mous electrical power can be ob
tained at a very small cost
The report of th* Carnegie Insti
tute scientists' work was made pub
lic ln a lecture given by Doctor Tuve
himself upoD the subject of “Atomic
Nucleus and High Voltage."
The Van de Graaff apparatus tn
this case consisted of sn aluminum
hollow sphere, ln which a moving
silk belt produced sn electrical
charge. When there are two such
spheres, one charged positively, the
other negatively, a llgbtnlng-llke
flash passes between them.
Passing this spark or flash dis
charge through vacuum tube* It wa*
possible to smash up the metals un
der experimenL
Very fast protons or hydrogen nu
cleus particles were shot st the lith
ium and other atom*.
Aluminum similarly treated showed
an amazing result. The waves of
posltlv* electrical particle* or alpha
particles penetrated Into the nucleus
of the aluminum atoms Just as an
outside water wave, tf high enough,
leap* across the wall and euters the
waves of Inside tank.
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IS IT COMING?
“Oh, look!” cries the little girl
to the boy, "I think 1 see some!”
So the two look up to see. If you
want to know what they are look
ing for, take a pencil and join all
the numbered dots together,
starting with dot number one
and ending with dot number
thirty-seven. The little hoy says
he will take the little girl out for
a ride if it conies.

Plans Speedboat Line
London to New York

IF YOU SMOKE TOO MUCH
WATCH YOUR STOMACH

London.—Breakfast ln Loudon—
lunch the next day ln New York.
This ls the startling prospect
brought within measurable distance
by a super-speedboat planned by a
Hendon Inventor, P. G Lombardlnl.
Not only wlll It roar across the
Atlantic at from 100 to 150 mile*
an hour, but lt will carry 2,000 pas
sengers. At cruising speed lt would
reach New York ln 30 hours.
The secret which may make this
possible ls that the ship will no
longer plow through the water. It
will skim the surface.
The craft planned by Louibardliil
looks almost like a seaplane wtth
out wings, snd will be driven by
aero-englnes and air screws Instead
of a propeller.
In the floats, however, will he
rollers designed to reduce drag aud
water resistance to a minimum.

For quick relief from indigestion
and upset stomach due to excessive
smoking try Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets.
Don't stop smoking, Just use Adla
Tablets. C. H. Moor & Company,
Druggists.

Americanism: Shuddering in dTead
of ruin because we spend two
and a half billion for education;
cheerfully spending two and a
quarter billion for tobacco.—Youngs
town Vindicator.

IZZSZZ/1/WZMZZ/
► EN BALM l NOJ
MemIANBUIlANu
Since 1840 this firm has faitho>'iz
served the lamilies of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, MB.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island st 5 30
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leavea Rockland at 1.5V ?. M.,
Vinalhaven 245, North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Bwsn’s
(aland about 6.00 P. M
B. H. STINSON.
U0-U
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Traveling Ardund America
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---------------LIGHTS ► ftiTmbvlI 1
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NEW YORK

It was when Rudolph Bischoff,
now of New York’s Westbury, ran
the Trianon palace, at Versailles,
that there arrived a short man, with
a pointed, reddish beard and a head
as free from hair as a large, pink
pearl. Adjacent to his Roman nose,
a monocle nestled In hlB left eye.
The visitor was Gabriele d'Annunzlo, Italian novelist, playwright, '
poet and patriot, and he said he was
looking for quiet A suite, which
looked out upon (lat country, veiled
by autumn fog, satisfied him. All
he wanted then was the largest
writing table which could be pro
cured, a reading lamp, a stand to
hold a large bow) of water contain
ing a solitary goldfish, a dally vase
of flowers, aud some light bulbs of
red, green, blue and yellow.
“I like,” he explained, "to change
the color of my room ln accordance
with my moods."
• * •
After the things he requested had
I been provided he went to work and
l*Koto Uraee Lino
wrote hls first play ln French verse,
GOING TO SEA TO SWIM
for Ida Rubinstein, the famous Rus
EUROPEAN visitor who recent point was not erroneously taken.
sian, whose beauty and dancing per
ly traveled abroad In the United When Americans sail on the ocean
haps exceeded her acting aDd French
States, journeying with ever-increasthey

do want to be In It, and for
ing interest and wonder from one 'their satisfaction the new ships
pronunciation. The play concerned
coast to the other, was asked to give
which sail between New York and
the martyrdom of St. Sebastian and
his Impressions before he sailed for California by way of the Canal and
Idu Rubinstein appeared In the title
home.
Spanish America have built In on
role, wllh scanty raiment to protect
"Well, really," he replied, "I would their sports deck- the largest openher from the arrows. After the play
say that the Americans are a nation air swimming pools of the American
waa produced, d'Annunalo went
of athletes!"
merchant marine.
He went on U> say that everywhere
The pools are surrounded by loung
somewhere ln the Pyrenees. Before
he went he found men, women and ing chairs and mats, on which the
leaving Versailles, he commended
children playing golf, tennis, base bathers toast themselves In the sun
his lonely goldfish to t|ie care of
ball, football. Everywhere he saw after dips Into the Invigorating salt
Mrs. Bischoff, begging her to have
them running. Jumping, swimming, water drawn direct from the or fan.
the bowl removed to her own apart
walking
"They even exercise be Strangely enough, sun-stroke Is prac
fore breakfast!" he added in amaze tically unknown under tropical skies,
ment.
ment.
and the gay beach umbrellas which
• • •
The European might have re adorn the open deck shelter only
But It became wiftwat »—■! •»«
marked also that when Americans go those whose inclination Is to sit In
mind of the fish fancier was not
to sea they want to swim. Hls view
the shade and read.
at ease.
A week after hls de
parture, Mr. Boachoff received a tel
NEW YORK STYLES
j
VINALHAVEN
egram. It said that d'Annunxlo had
a presentiment that the fish was dy
Miss Cora Vinal ls home from Port- ing and asked for a report on Ita
Beige and Blue Are Fashion
i land where she is a teacher, for a health. Mr. Bischoff went to see
able Colors — Handbags wetk's visit with her parents Mr and the goldfish, found it ln excellent
health and spirits, and wired to
Follow That Vogue
Mrs Burton Vinal
that effect. Twenty minutes later
Mrs George Newbert entertained he received a summons from hls
• Released by New York-Paris
the Washington Club Saturday eve wife. He found her in a state of
Fashions. Times Building, New Yorks
ning at her heme.
agitation, looking at a flat and mo
Smart New York shops ushered in
tionless goldfish. There appeared
John
Anderson
has
returned
from
the Easter season with a profusion of
to be no explanation, but the fish
beige and blue. These two color.; Maine General Horpital, Portia" 1.
certainly was dead. Mr. Bischoff
Mj.'. and Mrs. -Lewis Burgess ot calmed hls wife, disposed of the fish
were almost exclusive.
Although
style leaders had been .ndicating for North Haven were guests the past ln the most convenient manner, and
sent another wire containing the
some time that these colors would week of Mr. and Mrs. Allston Roberts
prevail for Ihe spring ensemble, the
E A. Smalley was ,n Rockland for sad news and his condolences.
• • •
whcleheartedness with which the the weekend.
Back came another telegram from
Frank Thomas returned Saturday
rmartest emporiums offered them
d'AnuuDzlo. It thanked Mr. Bischoff
was simply astounding. They were td Boston.
for his sympathy and asked him to !
Ruth Cole who has been home lor bury the goldfish tn the garden. This
seen in tailored suits, shoes, stock
ings. hats, gloves, handbags, boudoir a few days, has returned to North was a tall order, as the fish was
now beyond recall. Mr. Bischoff
accessories, traveling bags, glassware Haven.
Miss Ellen Wareham returned to told hls troubles to his head waiter,
tiarvts and other things. Even tlie
Easter displays of automobiles were Exeter. N H.. Saturday to resume an Italian named Galvlnnl, a large
man with a sense of humor. Gal
featured In blue, and the dealers say Peaching, having spent the vacat.on vlnnl said that all would be well. He
with
her
mother,
Mrs.
James
Warethat this sprirg is the biggest one
secured a large sardine from the I
they have ever had in public prefer ham.
chef, wrapped it in cotton, put It ln I
Hilton Young left Saturday for a box, and buried It In the garden.
ence for this color.
Above It was placed a marker, bear
There were, of course, some other I Boston.
colors shown, but these were so rare *
1 Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss Eliza ing the somewhat Inaccurate state
ment that this was the resting place
as to be marked Shoes in brown beth Weiderhoid arrived Friday from of the pet goldfish of Gabriele d'An- I
wire in evidence and some brown in Quincy, Mass., where they spent the nunzio. Two weeks later, d'Angloves and hats. The spirit cf the I past few months.
nunzlo returned and asked to be
Pine Tree troop of Girl Scouts re shown the grave. He read the In
color surge was well shown ln one of
SPRUCE HEAD
the very smartest of the ultra-chic , cently enjoyed a hike to Pleasant scription and was satisfied.
...
theps where one of the big shew win River.
Aleck T. Robb of Riverdale, N. Y..
In some ways this is reminiscent
dows was devoted entirely to things j •Mrs Robert Georgeson and daugh
recently made a visit of t wo days here
in blue—suits, pocketbooks, hand- ■ ter Ellen have returned from Rock of the Manhattan man and the ca
nary bird, to which hls wife was as guest cf his old friend Capt. Foss
bag1-, scarves, gloves and shoe.,, ( land. where they were guests of Mr extremely attached. When It ex
Mr. Robb is employed at the Grand
while the other large display- and Mrs J. C. Cunningham.
pired of old age, she packed lt In Central Station, New York city.
Miss Virginia Black returned from a box and Insisted that her husband
window was an exact replica of thc
This is his first visit to Maine, and
same type of things in beige. All West Hartford, Conn., for a vacation go out and bury lt Hls Idea was
to toss the box in a garbage can. but being very fond of boating and fish
shades of the two colors were shown, of one week.
every time he started to carry out ing. he was delighted with what he
Allen
Drake
ar.d
son
Marshall
ot
any hue apparently being obtainable
that Idea be Imagined that passers- has seen of the Maine coast. He was
if it was in thf limits of thc two color Cincinnati. Ohio, who spent the win by werq viewing him with deep sus
heard to say that Spruce Head and
ter
months
in
Florida,
have
arrived
schemes. Even the men's shops
picion. He knew that their suspi the people he has met here are in hts
leaned strongly to blue, unusual as for the summer. They are guests at cion would be even deeper if they
opinion ideal, and he plans to spend
this is, since all colors of the rainbow Seasid; cottage before going to The saw him trying to bury something
his summer vacation here. Mr. Robb
Breakers
in
a
vacant
lot
such
lots
In
New
are usually displayed for the mascu
is captain of the volunteer life saving
line eye, or perhaps for the feminine I > Capt. Lawrence Ames who has been York resident districts being few
and usually flanked by wlndowa So station at Lake Carmel, N. Y„ where
In
town
the
past
week,
left
Sunday
for
eye, who buys for the man.
he walked out on the Queeusborough he has a cottage and spends the week
Another feature of- the week was ! Boston.
bridge, started to throw the box Into ends, and was very anxious to visit a
j
Mrs.
Owen
Roberts
entertained
thc
the display of handbags. There is no
the East river, and was seised by real coast station. Accompanied by
mistake 'hat thc handbag has arrived. Mothers' Club at her home Friday an alert policeman. He returned
Lavon B Godfrey he made a trip tc
home minus the canary, but with a
They are shown in morning, after- eyening.
Union Church Circle suppler Thurs state of mind which lasted for a White Head which he much enjoyed
nocn and evening styles. Prices are
Capt. E. M. Mills, Surfmen Kelly and
week.
unbelievably
low.
The
finest day at 5.30.
Grant kindly showed him oyer the
...
Dances
Saturday
night
at
Memorial
lacquered fabric bags in every color
station and explained the methods of
When
Police
Inspector
Matt
Mc

hall
and
Town
hall
were
well
at

of beige and blue, leather bags, cloth
Grath left County Tipperary, hls saving life in case of shipwreck. The
and even bags in that wonderful shiny- tended Quite a party accompanied male parent was much prejudiced
breeches buoy, the gun for shooting
plastic material, which has been sue? the orchestra from North Haven against all forms of athletics, which
a line to a ship in the breakers, and
which
played
at
Town
hall.
Staff's
a rage in Paris and London. Judg
he described as wasteful and ex the surf boats were all interesting to
ing from the displays. It is very smart, j orchestra with Neil Calderwood fur- hausting nonsense. But when Matt j
McGrath^won the Olympic hammer him and he says that the White
indeed, to have a blue overnight bag. j nished music at Memorial hall.
I throw MM returned ts visit hls Irish Head Life Saving Station is a first
The toilet accessories fitted snugly In
class one. He also appreciated the
home, the old man drew him aside.
NORTH WARREN
side are of line plastic with blue tops,
"You must know,” he said, "that courtesy of Capt. A. J. Beale and
some shown with flower decoration
A snowstorm visited this place you take after your father's family." George Lester, keeper and assistant
The blue and beige color scheme was
...
of White Head Light, in showing him
April 27, and here's hoping it will now
even carried out in some authentic
A
number
of
New York financial around the reservation.
be warmer.
old garments which stores used in
Ray Kalloch of Thomaston was a Institutions would like to get out of
the moving picture business, but are
miniature to accent the old-fashioned
recent caller at Charles Mank's.
TREMONT
in the situation of the hunter who
notes which are characteristic of
H. D. Post lias had a crew working climbed after the bear, caught lt.
spring styles.
Mrs. Sidney Wallace had as recent
on the roads here.
and besought hls companion to come
guest Mr. and Mrs. Chester Sprague
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson and up and help him let go.
B. !»•». Bell Syndicate—WNU S.rvlc.,
SOUTH THOMASTON Mrs. Charles W. Mank were Union
of Bar Harbor.
Thursday night will witness a re visitors last week.
Through the generosity of Mrs
markable free show at the Grange hall
Clarence Smith and Jacob Kelley a
The body of Mrs. Louise Benner
See Bearded Wild
when the art students of Albert Mer Was brought hero to the Blake ceme
fine church driveway has been com
Man in Texa< Cave pleted. Mrs. Smith hired a truck to
chant will present their exhibition and tery for burial last Tuesday, and
Bowie, Texas. — A bearded,
a social and jollification will be held. many cf her old friend? and neighbor;
haul the gravel which was contributed
long-haired “Tarzan," credited
This group has made splendid progress were there to pay their last respects.
by Mr. Kelley, and about a dozen men
with the ability to scale cliffs,
during the past month All are wel During the years she lived in this
gave their services for the work.
speed through underbrush and
come.
place she was a faithful and earnest
climb trees as dexterously as
The ladies' aid met with Mrs. Frank
that fictitious character, has
worker in the religious services that
Seavey last week with 12 members and
been reported here. People whfi
were held in the Libby schoolhouse
two guests present.
have visited a cave near here
fpr many years. The correspondent
William Mitchell and Oscar Harbor
have reported seeing the man
well remembers her as Sunday school
of
Rockland were business visitors in
take flight at their approach.
teacher and the many good things
town last week.
New, wonderful M35LID-GLO face
Frances Wallace entertained a par
powder stays on longer, hides tiny the taught. Mr. and Mrs. Russell
lines and wrinkles, prevents large Benner of New York, Mr. and Mrs
ty of friends at bridge Wednesday
pores. Banishes ugly shine, none of L. H. Dunn of Thomaston, Lloyd
Be patient. When Japan gets her evening.
that drawn "pasty" look. Cannot ir
India or her Panama, she will oppose
Otis Albee and Earl Curtis of Bel
ritate the most delicate skin because Benner agid Mrs. Flora Maxey of
new French process makes It the pur Rcckland, Mrs. Ida Libby and Mrs. land-grabbing, too. — Los Angeles fast were luncheon guests Wednesday
est face powder known. You will love Judson Benner, Niven C. Crawford
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Albee.
the delightful fragrance. Try MEL and Newell Eugley of the village were
The world is so full of a number
The Underwood boats are.being put
LO-GLO today, 50c and $1.00. Tax
of things that none of us now can be in readiness for the sardine season.
lree. Corner Drug Store and all other among those attending the interment
happy as kings —Pasadena Post
services.
Mrs. H. P. Richardson entertained
good stores.

A

You Can Have
a Lovely Skin

SOUTH CHINA

DEER ISLE

WASHINGTON

PORT CLYDE

The senior play at Erskine, "Good
Mottling Glory," was well attended
and much enjoyed.
Erskine students had a vacation ol
one week, during which most of the
seniors visited the studios either in
Augusta or Waterville.
Mr and Mrs Frank Morse and
young daughter Joan of Camden re
cently were gues.s at the Esancy home
for a few days. While In town Mr.
Morse was busy at hls place and set
out a neat cedar hedge.
Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and baby Ar
lene spent Friday with her parents.
Miss Alice Hunnewell who has spent
most of the winter in Bangor with
relatives was at home over Sunday.
Mr. and Mi s Arthur Snow of Vas
salboro have been guests of her father
Hubert Hall
Owing to the disagreeable weather
Mr and Mrs. F. K. Hussey and chil
dren did not come to Camp Abenakis
for the usual Easter vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Robinson,
teacher of Arlington High School, and
friends, have been spending a few days
at Camp Abenakis
Little daughters arrived at the
homes of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Wright and Mr. and Mrs. Alwood
Knight last week
The “eighth graders" from the vil
lage, Misses Nellie Stuart, Eleanor
Bailey, Katherine Taylor, Eleanor
Esancy, Maxwell Bumps and William
Bickford, were guests of Principal and
Mrs. Russell and Miss Lola Garland
at a surprise party in honor of the
birthday anniversary of their teacher
Mrs. Minnie Garland, at their home
in Winslow and later attended the
high school play "Tommy," where all
the party were given reserved seats.
The girls were overnight guests ot
the primary teacher, Miss Dorothy
Chamberlain, and the boys of David
Garland.

Walter E. Scolt and George E. Syl
vester were guests of relatives at Eagle
over the weekend
Miss Ruby Sylvester was a recent
guest of Misses Alice and Elinor Bar
bour of Oreenlaw District.
Mrs Arvilla Lufkin who spent the
winter with her son Frank G. Lufkin,
has returned home.
The Sunset Church Aid was pleas
antly entertained by Mrs. Ruth Perez
last week Wednesday evening. Re
freshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Pickering of
Sunshine were guests of Mrs Clara
Eaton recently.
Miss Anna McVeigh entertained
several of her friends at a supper
party on the occasion of her 14th an
niversary. The evening was pleasant
ly spent with games. The young
hostess received some nice gifts.
Mrs. Oliver Burt and son and Mr
Littlejohn of South Portland and
Charles Weymouth of Salem, who
were called here by the death of Mrs.
Jeanette Weymouth, returned home
Saturday. They were accompanied by
William Weymouth, who wlll visit
with relatives and friends for a
while.
Mr. and Mrs O M Dodge spent
Tuesday of last week at Eagle, guests
of Mr and Mrs. Earl S. Brown.

Mr and Mrs Ralph Calkin returned
Wednesday from an extended visit to
relatives In Brunswick and in Malden,
Mass. Enroute they had some thrill
ing but not too pleasant experiences
as they were caught in the procession
of motor cars which were stalled be
tween Portland and Boston during
the late snowstorm
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Stevens have
returned from Exeter where they were
called two weeks previous by the ill
ness of Mr. Stevens' sister.
Mr and Mrs. Earl St Clair who
have been staying here through the
winter have returned to thetr home ln
East Union. Mrs. St. Clair will be
missed very much ln the church ano
Sunday school work, where she was
very helpful.
The annual speaking contest of
Washington High School will be held
at the church the evening of May 5.
There will be eight contestants, four
boys and four girls. From these one
boy and one girl wlll toe chosen to rep
resent the school at thc final contest
of four schools, for a cup
Evening Star Grange is to have a
baked ibean supper and entertain
ment under the direction of Mrs.
Herbert Cunningham May 16 at the
Grange hall.
Miss Marion Mitchell was central
girl Friday.
Ulric Peabody is putting up a good
sized garage for business this sum
mer. Lin Jones is the contractor.
Rev. and Mrs R. H. Moyle were en
tertained at a dinner given by the
Ladies' Guild and served In the Ma
sonic dining room at noon last Tues
day. About 40 participat’d, lt being
regular Guild day the afternoon was
devoted^to the usual work on fancy
articles and patchwork. Rev. Mr.
Moyle gave a very interesting talk on
church work

Mrs Merton Anthony recently spent
a tew days in Augusta.
Allan Craven returned to Boston
last week Tuesday night after spend
ing a few days at the Fo-castle.
Mrs. Sarah Simmons entertained
the Baptist Sewing Circle Wednesday
afternoon last week.
Mrs. Maud Stone has been spend
ing a few days at Pleasant Point.
Fred Waldo was recently tendered
a surprise party by 12 of his Thom
aston friends. Picnic lunch was
served with a steak fry.

the Bernard-McKinley bridge club
Monday evening of last week
The engagement of Miss Evelyn
Kittredge of this town to Ray Jordan
of Bar Harbor has been announced.
In spite of all the cold weather this
spring Mrs. Charles Harding has
snowdrops in blos'sonr in her garden.

BURKETTVILLE
The April meeting of the Farm Bu
reau was held at Mrs. Mattie Light’s,
subject “Home Flower Oardens," ln
charge of Mrs. Caro Leigher. A calen
dar program for the year was made
out, and after dinner a business meet
ing followed.
Mr and Mrs Willard Ireland enter
tained a party of eight at supper and
cards last Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robbins of
Union spent Sunday afternoon at Nel
son Calderwood's.
Mrs. Leila Turner Invited several
ladies of the neighborhood to attend
a sewing machine attachment dem
onstration given by Miss Jessie Law
rence Friday afternoon of last week,
and samples of work were shown and
made.

NORTH HAVEN

Freeman Howard ls very ill at hls
home.
Mrs. Fremont Beverage who has
spent the winter in Washington, D
C„ arrived in Rockland Friday, and
will pass a few days with Mr. and
Mrs.. L A. Thurston before coming
School histories, while accurate to North Haven.
There’s no fun like work, says a in the main, still spread the fallacy
Leon Staples returned to Plainville,
millionaire. And unfortunately there that our tax oppressors stopped with Conn , Saturday.
is very little work like fun.—Punch. George III.—Detroit News
Fred Marden died in Rockland

Sunday morning after an illness of
five wet Its. Funeral services will be
held at the church here Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o’clock. The Pythian
Sisters will meet at Nebo Lodge at
1.45 to attend. Obituaiy notice later.
Mrs. David Wooster is receiving
treatment at Knox Hospital.
Owen Grant was given a surprise
party by Franz Mills last Tuesday
evening. The guests were Lloyd
Whitmore, Ernest Whitmore, George
Beverage, Thorn Dyer, Harvey Calder
wood, Alton Calderwood, Lawrence
Grant, Harry Crockett. Wendal How
ard and Mr. Grant. Cards were played
and lunch was served. Mr. Grant left
Friday morning for a trip that will
take him Into New York

Prevention Is
Better Than Cure
An opiate will dull periodic
pain. But isn't it better to pre
vent the pain? Take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Tablets three or
four days before the expected
discomfort and notice the dif
ference. If yours is a stubborn
case, you may need to take these
tablets regularly for a few
months. Persistent use brings
permanent relief. Clinical tests
prove it.
No narcotics. No dizziness.
No unpleasant after effects.
Just little chocolate coated tab
lets that bring results. New size
package—5 Op at all druggists.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

TABLETS

THOMASTON

RIVAL FOR RADIUM
FOUND IN NEW RAY

The Methodist Lacks' Aid will me t
p‘, the vestry on Hyler street Wednes
day morning f?i work. Picnic dinner
seived at noon. At 2 o'clock the an Same Element* Arc Gen
nual meeting will be called tc order
erated by Big Machine.
There will be otilccrs' reports, e’ectlon
e.* cfBcers and plans made fur the
Berlin.—The development through
coining vear.
big voltage of a ray which may
Miss Helen Carr who has been ill in prove a substitute for radium, and
her home with a severe jolt! was up io much stronger form than that pos
sible with the present radium sup
town Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton who plies, Is described in a recent Issue
have been in Boston several days re of the Umschau, a scientific and
medical weekly.
turned Sunday evening. They were
Professors I .ange and Brasch,
accompanied by their daughter Miss working in the laboratories of the
Janet Leighton of West Springfield. A. E. G., German Electric company,
Mass , who is on a short vacation.
recently succeeded with a machine
Walter Powers has moved from which sends 2,400,000 Tolts through
Wads.wcrth street to Mrs. Jessie a special vacuum tube, ln breaking
up atoms ln six different elements,
Woodcock's house. Meadow road. .
among them lead. Tbe rays gener
Thc Beta Alpha Club spent a busy ated by this current were found to
:imc at their meeting in tire vsahy be similar to radium cays, hut they
Monday evening, when 23 members had a much greater strength, corre
were present. The committee. Mrs. sponding to 10,000 kilograms of ra
Hazel Young, Mrs. Minnie Newbeit dium.
Effect of the Rays.
and Miss Helen Studley, served re
The effect of these "artificial radi
freshments, including ice cream.
um" rays Is quite different from
Members present were M«s. Amy the ordinary X-rays. Tbe maga
Tripp. Mrs. Eunic? Tillson. Mrs. Inez zine reports that tests were made
Libby. Mrs. Addie Jones, Mrs. Estelle by Prof. Ludwig Halberstaedter of
Newbert. Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs the Institute for Cancer Research of
Eleanor Clark. Mrs. Carrie Carroll. the University of Berlin, on mice,
Mrs. Lena Delano, Mrs Ethel New and It was found that whereas
X-rays penetrated only one-tenth
combe. Miss Elizabeth. Washburn.
millimeter Into the membrane, the
Miss Myrna Copeland. Miss Helen "artificial radium" rays produced by
Studley, Mrs. Mabel Achom, Mrs the high voltage, reached the depth
Leona Starrett, Mrs. W. J. Whitney, of six to seven millimeters.
Tests were made on bacteria, .
Mrs. Georgie Thorndike, Mrs. Vera
Robinson. Mrs Annie Mank. Mrs. blood, and then the skin, and finally •
Grace Andrews. Mrs. Ann Day. Mis cancerous growths in mice, the mag .
azine reports, with the result that
Nellie Orff, Mrs. Gertrude Liceken,
a ray lasting one-thousandth of a i
Mrs. Haze! Young. Refreshment second succeeded ln baiting the I
committee for next meeting. Hrs. progress of the growth and when re
Vera Robinson. Mrs. Eleanor Clark
peated from four to six times, com ,
pletely killed It
Mrs. Nellie Orff.
• • • •
Similar Succtsa.
Similar success was reported from
The first meeting of the Thomaston
Garden Club will be held Thursday exposing the blood to the rays,
evening at 7.30 with Mrs. Richard E- where results were obtained which
would have required 12 to IS hours
Dunn. Knox street.
of radium treatment.
Earl Co; an and John DeWinter
It ia emphasized that while the
have been wiring for lights in Fred experiments with animals have
Waldo's house at Port Clyde.
shown encouraging results. It still
Miss Kay Turner has planned to will be a long time before such ex
spend the summer tn a stud.o at periments could be attempted with
a human patient, and that at least
Port Clyde, which is now being pre
five years of observation would be :
pared for her.
necessary to determine whether the
The announcement is made of the effect of the rays ls permanent
marriage of Russell Hoflses and Miss enough to establish them as a prac
Lucy Kalloch. bath of Thcmaston. tical treatment.
The ceremony was performed a
Payment for Oil Net*
month ago.
Monday was slate test day at the
Indian* $240,000,000
high schcol.
Pawhuska, Okla.—More than 1240,Thomaston High School was unable 000.000 haa been collected by Osage
to play ball at Ellsworth Saturday Indians from oil on their allotments.
The 2.227 beadrights of the triba
because of thc wet condition of the ,
have
drawn about $110,000 each, and
ball field there. A picked nine from I
the lands are far from depleted,
Tenant's Harbor came up and played ' said George Beaulieu, head of the
a practice game. The toore was j oil and gas department of the Osage
Tenant's Harbor 8. Thcmaston 6.
agency.
The area, already having 9,480 oil
Alewivt; are running. Horace Vcse i
picked 175 from his nets one tide wells and 431 gas wells, was de
scribed by Beaulieu as "tbe coming
Friday. Fresh alewiv?s are a swee* I
oil field of northern Oklahoma." The
dish.
original allotment waa 1,147,608
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Page cf War- j acres. Some of lt was reserved for
ren were at the Baptist Church | townsltes and railroads. All the
Sunday. They are leaving today for rest has been leased for gas pur
Litchfield. Kennebec County, where poses and 317,762 acres for oil, he
8.1 <1.
they have purchased a farm of 75 I He predicted that the old naval reacres upon which to make their ’serve area would develop Into one
home. Mrs. Page as Miss Minnie of the best fields of the Osage,
Fernald has made Thomaston her which already made this Indian
heme for several years. She has tribe the richest per capita nation
been very active in church and tem ln the world.
perance work.
The Thursday evening prayer
service at the Baptist Church will be
gin at 730 o'clock.
Miss Mina Woodcock of Cushing
was a guest of Mrs. Abbie Wall Sun
day.
Douglas Waiker was down from
Bowdoin College for the weekend.
Miss Belle Bown was a Sunday
visitor at her home here.
Miss Irene Young has been appointed pianist of Grace Chapter,
OKS. in place of Miss Thelma Lin
scott who has removed from town.
Capt John Brown has been in Port
land several days on business.
Aaron Clark, W M. of Orient
Lodge accompanied by John Mitchell
of Friendship motored to Portland
Monday to attend the session of the
Grand Lodge of Masons, which will
be held in that city from Monday to
Thursday.
Mrs. Oscar Gould ls In Melrose.
Mass., for a visit with Mrs. Hartley
Watts. Later she will go to Whitins
ville to visit her son Orie Jacobs.
Mrs. Gould is expecting to spend the
summer in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Luther Clark is 111 at her
home on Main street
Miss Velma Sprague of Searsport
Is visiting her sister Mrs. Louie
Jacobs.

Law Permit* Diiabled
War Veteran* to Peddle

Harrisburg, Pa.—A law originally
passed ln 1867 gave honorably dis
charged disabled American war vet
erans the right to peddle in Pennsyl
vania goods they own In their own
right without obtaining a license or
a permit Only residents of Penn
sylvania are given the privilege. To
obtain the right to peddle without
licenses, the veterans must certify
to their disability and discharge,
and must make affidavit that the
goods they seek to sell are owned
by them.

'Th, Courier-Gazette

Washington.—A vast expansion in
the fighting equipment of the United
States army air corps was presaged
when the War department awarded
contracts totaling $3,8S0,001.51 for
new airplanes and spare parts. Five
American airplane manufacturing
companies shared the order.

Exclusive Line of
MONOGRAMMED
AND INITIALED BRIDGE ( ARDS
Reasonably Priced
Also Novelty Cards
ANNA L. GORDON
C T SI.
Tel. 1017-Y
Rockland

In Everybody’s Column ♦

WARREN

Railwaymen Have Thrills

and Many Narrow Escapes

Ratlwaymen have their share of
thrills. Sometimes only a second
stands between disaster and pre
venting an accident Some time ago
on a railway line not far from Ix>eds
a heavy traction engine stopped in
the center of a level crossing. The
signals were off for a fast freight
express, and three men, the driver,
and two rail trackmen, had a fran
tic and terrifying minute and a half
before the reluctant road roller
could be coaxed clear of the metals.
Had the express hit such a solid
mass disaster would certainly have
occurred.
On another occasion when a train
struck a motor vnnlond of films near
Harrogate, the train rushed on car
rying with lt several miles of cel
luloid ribbons which caught light
from the bursting of the petrol
tank of the van. In a few seconds
sheets of flame shot up *11 around
the startled passengers in the train,
but the express was brought safely
to a stop and the fires extinguished
without loss of life.
Another thrill which occurs In the
railway world happens at times In
the handling of high explosives, and
the transport of Inflammable mate
rials such as petrol and spirits.—
Montreal Herald.
Says Pneumonia May Be
Called Friend of Aged

Certain acute or subacute inflam
mations Id the lungs are called
pneumonia, says Ohio Health News.
This Is a general term and does
not mean a specific disease. It may
he caused by any one of a number
of germs which gain entrance into
the lungs and find conditions suituble for growth.
It Is a frequent complication of
measles. Influenza, whooping cough,
typhoid fever and other Infections
and often closes the scene in
chronic heart diseases, pulmoaary
tuberculosis, brigbt's disease and di
abetes. There is a marked incidence
at both extremes of life; In chil
dren under six years of age and,
quoting Osler:
"Pneumonia may well be called
the friend of the aged. Taken off
h.v lt ln an acute, short, not often
painful illness, the old escape those
cold gradations of decay that make
the last stage ot all so distressing.”
Cashew Nuts Grow on Trees

Following is the schedule of base
ball games as planned by Warren i
High School this season: April 28.
3t. George at Warren; May 5, War
ren at Union; May 12. Waldoboro at
Warren; May 17, Searsmoftl at '
Warren; May 19. Union at Warren; ]
May 26. Warren at Waldoboro; Mai
li. Warren at Searsmont. It is
planned to play a practice go tie this
reek with the team at the Stat"
?rison farm ln South Warren, date J
not yet announced.
The annual meeting of the Wcmtn's Club is called for this Tuesday
•vening, 7.30 standard, the nomint..
Ing committee Mrs. Alice Broun
Miss M. Grace Walker and Mrs. Ruth
’hilbrock. Hostesses Miss M. Grace
Walker. Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs
Hazel Starrett, Mrs. Mary Berry and ,
Mrs. EUa Caler. Mrs. Lina Smith will
repeat her paper, "Our Wild Flowjrs" and Mrs. Ruby Kalloch “Ou*
Birds," which she was unable to give j
it the last meeting; roll call, "What
I have enjoyed most in the Club Pio;rams." The treasurer wlll be glad
'o receive dues for the coming year
U this time.
George Haskell of Linpolnville
Beach was tne guest Wednesday aft’rnoon of George Teague.
• • • •
Warren friends Joined with othir
friends in a postcard shower Thurs
day for Mrs Gleason Yeung of Scflth
Bushing, formerly of Warren, who
rad previously the misfortune to fall
tnd fracture her hip.
The incongruity of the weather last
rhursday was plainly indicated with
'trough snow and hail failing to mak sncw balls, and on thc other hand ?
purple lilac bush at the home of Mrs
Uranlss Pletela in full bloom. The
emperature Friday morning at 6
;’clock was 25 degrees and the ground
vas covered with a white frost.
Mrs. Helen Carlson of Portland,
"eld secretary of the W.C.T.U., and
I Miss Alena L. Young, of Rockland
| president of the county W.C.T.U..
spoke Wednesday afternoon at the
| Baptist veetry.
Rev. H. I. Holt officiated last Tu«
lay afternoon at a committal aevie?
it the grave ln the Blake ceme*‘rv,
North Warren, for ttie late Louise C.
Jenner, widow cf Elliot Benner, wiicse
| body was brought Monday from
Fairhope, Alabama, for interment.
Among those from out of town vho
ittended were Mr and Mrs. Rush'll
3enncr of Buffalo. N Y., son of the
kccased. Mrs Bert Maxey of Rockand and Mr and Mrs. Lawtons"
Dunn of Thomaston, also Mrs Ida
Abbey. Mrs. Marne Benner. Miss
ntable Crawford. Newell Eugley inti
Niven C. Crawford of this place.

So-called cashew nuts grow on a
large evergreen tree native to trop
ical America and naturalized io
nearly all warm countries. Many
people suppose they grow In tbe
ground because, ln general size and
shape, they resemble peanuts. The
cashew nut was practically un
known ln the United Stales a few
years ago. In reality it ls not
a nut at all. It ls the kidneyshaped seed attached outside to the
lower end of tlie cashew apple,
which is tbe pear-shaped, fleshy, ed
ible fruit borne in clusters on the
cashew tree. The nut Is edible only
after thc caustic oil known as cardol has been expelied from the shell
by roasting. Cashew is pronounced
ka-shoo. with the second syllable [
accented.
Deportation Provision

Under construction of the immi
gration statutes an alien who en
tered this country prior to July 1,
1924, cai.not be deported if he has
resided continuously in this coun
try for five years, unless during
that time he has been twice convict
ed of a crime Involving moral turpi
Station Need* Church
tude, for which he was sentenced
Ortly to Make Village 1 to a term of more than a year. If
the wife can prove legal entry she
Paris.—The SL I.azare station,
can become naturalized. No alien
principal Paris rail outlet and al
who entered the country illegally
ready a miniature city, has added an
on or after June 3. 1921, can be
art gallery and a lecture hall to Its
come naturalized In the United
movie theater, barber shop, terraced
cafe and department store. Only I States.
a church is lacking to make tt a
village within Paris.
Proof That Fish Sleep
The art gallery is devoted to
The fact that your goldfish do
paintings, photographs, and sculp
not close their eyes is no proof that
ture of subjects tn Normandy, Brit
they never sleep. The reason of this
tany, and Vendee, the principal
provinces served by the state rail i is that they have no eyelids—hence
their eyes are permanently open.
ways.
P.ut experiments made ln the aqua
The lecture hall is for passen
rium nt tha London zoo proves that
gers who want to know something
about the provinces they are going ■ fish sleep; some rest on the botto visit. Colored plates will show i tom of their tanks, others are sus
pended mid-water, while others still
the glories of Rouen. Chartres,
lie quite close to the surface. Just
Mont St. Michel, and a lecturer will
give tips on things to be seen in all ; as in the case of human beings, hun
ger will keep fish awake. Thus we
places.
hear of successful angling feats
after dark.—Answers.

Big Airplane Order I>
Awarded by U. S. Army

(JTo Us Printing is more than
just putting words into type.
It is the creation of a work of art,
be it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
we take all the pride of an artist
in his craft, in each job; and that
is the secret of the superlative
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Printing.

Every-Other-Day
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At She la Spoke
The English Alpine visitor was
met ln the lounge of the hotel by
a Frenchman.
‘‘Ah,’’ exclaimed the latter. "I've
heard about you. You climbed the
Matterhorn. That is a foot to be
proud of.”
The Englishman laughed.
,
"Pardon me, sir,” he said, "you
mean ‘feat,’ do you not?”
“Ah," said the Frenchman, great
ly excited, “so you climbed It more
than once, eh?”—London Answers.

124*U

LOST AND FOUND j

TWO MEDIUM and one large Ice
storage boxes for sale. Practically new.
Suitable for milk cooling or fresh fish
WHITE poodle dog lost, brown ears, storage. Must be sold at once at sac
name Prince on collar FRANK COOK. rificed prices. Act quick. O. A. LAW
61 Tillson Ave . Rockland
60*52 RENCE CO., Inc , 492 Main St
52-57
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of
EARLY cabbage plants, also pansv
deposit book numbered 25242. nnd the
owner of said book asks for duplicate In plants for sale. CHARLES E WADE. 70
52-54
accordance with the provisions of State Waldo Ave.. Rockland
1 Law ROCKLAND 8AVINOS BANK. By
FIFTEEN YARDS blue and gray In
EDWARD J HELLIER. Treas Rocklsnd. laid linoleum, battleship grade, (or
April 25. 1033 .
49*T-55 sale. MRS W. M LITTLE, 360 Broad
way. Tel. 532 _____________________ 52-54
FIVE COWS for sale or any of them,
It — — — — — — — — — — — — — — *
are fresh. J. C. INGRAHAM. West
»
' I three
Meadow Rd
52-54
STRAWBERRY PLANTS
lor sale,
growing at Glencove. W. C. LUFKIN.
Roxmont" Lodge. Rockland. Tel. 44-3.
52-57
LACE CURTAINS wanted to do on
stretchers. 35 cents pair Called (or and
THREE small places lor sale, suitable
delivered. TEL 866
51-53 for henneries. 3 to 15 acres. 8750 to
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
WILL BUY or rent farm. Write facts 8850
and price to C. C. GOVE. Gen. Del , Tel. 1080 __________________________45-tf
Augusta. Me.
50*52
BOAT for sale, length 30 ft. by 9 ft.. 8
WANTED to lease, modern furnished In beam Fay and Bowen 4 cylinder 4
house, of 12 or more rooms, good con cvcle 16 horsepower engine. MRS ED
dition Rural district preferred. Write ROSS. Owl's Head, Me_____________52*54
ROBERT C FOSS. Warren. Me
52*54
FURNITURE for sale —Green painted
POSITION as chef or order cook want bed-room set. spring mattress, large
ed Best of references. II. T PERRY Iron crib, sewing machine, piano, white
Orace St. City.
’tf enameled Ice box. breakfast set. and
A YOUNG woman with ten-year-old
A L ROGERS, 354
in wishes position as housekeeper , Broadway. Rockland._______________ 51 53
i aon^^^H
Rockland or elsewhere
Is reliable and | A FEW Johnson seed beans for sale.
good housekeeper. Address "MRS M EDWIN F. NASH. Thomaston, R F D. 1
A." care The Courier-Gazette.
52*54 Tel. Warren 10-31_________________ 50-52
TWO MEN with ears wanted. lor serv
POWER boat for sale, 36 ft long. 28
ice. inspection and sales work In this h. p Red Wing engine, two scallop
vicinity Experience uot necessary Ap drags. Brownie hoist, Kinney friction
ply to E R STEARNS. Central Maine clutch, sprocket chains, ready for Ash
Power Co , 53 Union St . Rockland, Wed ing or dragging. Apply W L. TEEL.
nesday morning. 9 to 12
52*lt 67 Park St.
50-52
WANTED You to know that we have
H
PRESSED HAV lor sale.
49*54
everything
In fertilizers Including sheep CREIGHTON. Warren. Me
'»L
and poultry manures for the lawn, gar
GOOD, gentle, new milch Jersey cow
den. shrubbery and flower gardens and
calf for sale; easy milker. MINA
Also full line of chemicals. Deliveries A WOODCOCK.
Cushing
50*52
anywhere wanted Wholesale and Retail
Distributors In Southern Maine for the
BLACK LOAM for sale for lawn and
famous Elmore Feeds. Lehigh cement' for llowcr-beds. SIDNEY H. BENNER,
and land lime
STOVER'S CASH I Tel 962__________________________ 51*53
STOVER 8FTEEDEMFO,lb<^lIB0?0“ck,M
8t R«»IS Raspberry plants and HowC?n ?2oo' 51 S3 ard 17 Mrawberry plants for sale. OVER88 Park St.. Rockland. Tel. izw oi-w ,
vidwstiv 1x7 xxihhi- «,
tvi
Tel.
48-57
— I 566-W
• K ‘ SMALL (arm for aalc at small price at
K West Washington, on Rt. 101. House
♦
newly papered and painted. ERNEST
«
C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-tf
I
♦
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted. 810;
■» Jun
unks. 88
O. H. CRIE. Thomaston.
If you have a cottage to let or
Tel 122-2.
35-tf
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact tn this paper where thousands
will read of It.___________________ ___
BOARDERS wanted. Accommodate 12 1
persons Cottages one minute from safe
bathing beach. MRS AMY S McVEIGH
♦
Deer Isle
51-tf 1
Petrie at Detroit. Mrs Martha Ora-JIcea held Sunday afternoon for the
seashore cottage. Rockland. Me
FURNISHED apartment to let. three
1 *m at
-s ClevelaRd
^.4—« a Mrs. Lucy Water- late Simeon A
a Duncan at the Ma- —Rent for season. six rooms, bath, fully
h
52-tf
furnished, electric lights, hot and cold rooms and bath CALL 996
Mr. ; water. S W LITTELL. 138 Main St
50,1 in Washington. D. C.. and their I sonic Temple In Rockland.
UPPER furnished apartment of three
48-tf rooms, modern, to let
Garage If de
£on Fc£E?nden Wight at Eomervi',. Duncan was one of the men drowned
sired. Excellent condition TEL. 899-W.
Mass. The Wights were fortunate [ last week off Andrews’ Island, and
___________________________________ 51-tf
to be in Washington at the time ol he was a prominent Mason ln Knox
PARTLY furnished four room apart
ment to let, flush toilet, electric lights.
the inauguration and Mr. Wight was County.
ELMER C DAVIS. 22 Fulton St.
52-tf
most enthusiastic \n his description
Ra’.ph Spear has returned Ikom
TWO six room houses to let at Northend. bath, garage, hard wood floors, etc.
of the ceremonies.
Rockland where he spent the winter
CALL 493-W 9 to 12 a m or 1 to 4 p m
An interesting addition to Norman with his aunt Miss Lena Conary.
___________________________________ 52-tf
MODERN OFFICES ln Odd Fellows
Lermond's collection of shrubs and
A party was tendered Warren
Block formerly occupied by Dr Fogg
trces at thc Knax Arboretum a: Whitney at his home at North War
and Dr Jameson. Apply A. P BLAISDELL. 5 Park St. Rockland Tel. 255
specimens from Manchuria. North ren. Friday evening, in honor of
___________________________________ 50-55
his
birthday
anniversary.
A
pleasant
chlna- thc Amur Rivpr and Korca
.MODERN five room up stairs apart
ment with bath, oil heated, best loca
Frank Page *» building some win- ocial evening was spent and re
tion. piazza Apply 52 MASONIC 8T.
dows int0 lh<’ roof at th? R E Cul" (reshir.ents were served by the host's
52-tf
ting house.
mother Mrs. E. L. Whitney. Among
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
SO-tf
esent were Mr. and Mrs
Among those who attend; d th tho;; present
FIVE ROOM apartment to let. all
BABY CHIX Wyllle’s Strain 8. C Reds
a*’ill and family, Leland
The meeting of District 15 will b? Scottish Rites Bodies at Rockland Alton
Inquire DAVID
One quality-the Best. $10 per hundred modern Improvements
ie!d at Mystic Rebekah Xodge May Thursday evening were Chester Cargill Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F H WYLUE
SON. Thomaston. Me . RUBENSTEIN Tel. 1285^__________ 49-tf
R 1 Phone Warren 10-6.
39-tf
PASTURAGE
I
have
untaken
pastur
1, afternoon and evening. Good Wyliie, Charles Wilson. Oscar Starand family.. Mr. and Mrs
CHICKS for sale. Moving sway from age for young heifers at (3 per head for
Luck Rebekah Lodge of Waldoboro rett. Sidney Copeland. Jchn Robin- Freeman.. Mr.
Mr and 3
this community WU1 sell during May. the season W M HOFFSES Thomas
hatched ln February. March ton. Mis_______ ___________________ 52-57
Mrs. Erma
son and Fred Mathews. The 15th,
viil exemplify the woik.
itney. Mrs chicks
April; three cows, a 13 month's old bull.
HALF house to let at 17 Warren 8L,
Mrs. R. E. Cutting and A* H 16th and 17th degrees were ccm- William Stevens. Miss Nettie Wil ; ALEKSI RAITA. East Friendship. Me
seven rooms conveniently arranged and
I __________________________________ 52*54 pleasant; also two garages. Inqutra 12
White motored Sunday to Sears- municated and thc 18th degree con- son, the host and his mother Mrs. E.
38-tf
wttkn you arc planning ui «eu you, WARREN 8T
L. Whitney.
nont where they were gue'U of Mrs ferred.
chickens snd fowl, call PETER ED
HOUSE at 22 Oak St to let. all mod
39-tf ern. newly renovated, six rooms. 820
AT. G. Clark, sister of Mrs Cutting.
Niven C. awferd. O car E. OtarMrs. Everett W. Lamont left Ttfes- WARDS Tel 806-J Rockland
BARRED ROCK baby chlx snd hatch Call ALBERT PETERSON at Fuller46-tf
On the way home they called on Mrs rett. Curtis C. Starrett and Fred day to spend a few days with her ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL Cobh-Davls.________________
BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me
26*52
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
Mabel Watts Ho'.brook in Camden.
Mathews attended the funeral serv- sister in Lewis-ton
tenements. Main. Orove. Grace. Court
gro
Mrs Helen Maxey who has been
for poultry. By ton. $8 delivered. Write Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbDavls.
46-tf.
RED-----RAWLEY.
ILFTIEI
— “Long Cove. Me
11 the past few days. Is reported as
HATCHING BOGS Ebcn Wood's Wy- | TENEMENTS to let. »10. 812. 814. 81L
mproving.
TRAVEL THE WHITE LINE WAY - - andottes. also Red- Storrs. Conn con- 820 . 825 per month HERBERT B. BARtest blood, dark brown eggs V P HALL. TER Call 25 or 1017-J.
40-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz who
City.________________________ 52*54
SEVERAL tenements to let. moder
Bus Service To Boston
vere guests several days last week
S C. R. I. Red chicks three years stat< ately priced Call at C M BLAKE WALL
_______40-tf
accredited, price according to number PAPER STORE. Northed
tf Mr and Mrs Vesper A Rokes, reChickens are now the farmer's best bet
New York and Providence
WELL furnished apt. of 3 rooms with
urned Thursday to Keene. N. H.
Eggs for batching Write for prices. E toilet,
shed and piazza
12 KNOX 8T.
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel 13-42
39-tf
Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge
—Pierce Arrow Cars—
39-tf Tel. 156-W
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
nstored Sunday to Mechanic Falk
MORE FOR LESS’’ special Chicken
values for this month; Week Old Started Calledf for,)arand delivered. Heavy water
vhere they visited Mr and Mrs
Chicks. Rocks Reds. Leghorns, and Ani Phone 791. CRIE HARD
40-tf
conas.
10c each. Two weeks old 12c each. WARE CO.. 408 Main St.
Charles Hunt.
Day Old Chicks $5 00 per hundred up
•pan
Prof. Albert Whitemorc was home
Small or large lots. Orders for 100 or let. $4 week V. F. 8TUDLEY. 283 Main
THE WHITE LINE, Inc.
35-tf
more shipped direct to your address by St Tel. 1080
'rom the University of Maine over
LEWISTON
MAINE
parcel post prepaid on receipt of Cash or
FOUR ROOM apartment to let, also
P.
O.
order.
We
have
several
thousand
he weekend.
.
.
| three room furnished apartment, both
Low Rates To
for Immediate delivery dally at our ware- heated and newly
finished. MRS.
Rev. H. I. Holt will be the guesi
house offices No line of business h«j> P’ROST. Tel. 318-W
39-tf
Warren—Waldoboro—Winslow Mills—Jefferson—< onperx Mills
withstood
the
depression
like
the
poul—
1
------------------------------1 1
speaker at the meeting of Warren
try business Our "Just Right" Chick'
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
Windsor
Corner
—
T
orus
—
Augusta
Starter containing Oxide Iron, Yeast. I22n1’ a,n<) Pr vat“
192 LIMEROCK
Grange Tuesday evening.
and Cod Liver Oil wlll grow them to 8Y. Tel. 6W) or 211-M._____________ 39-tf
The officers and executive com-1
broiler size In less than eight weeks and
APARTMENT of five rooms snd bath,
Into heavy layers at four and a half i second floor, st 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
nlttee of the Alumni Association
months. You can beat the depression I ANNE V. FLINT. Tel. 1013-M
39-tf
leld a business mcetlr.j Saturday;
with poultry, on the farm or In the back
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
lot In the city. See these Chicks today rooms.
Apply
at
CAMDEN
ROCK

-vening at the high school building <
In our Electric Brooders These Star- LAND WATER CO Tel. 634
39-tf
line Electric Brooders are priced st 89.65
It was voted not to have a banquet
each and can be kept ln thc parlor as
his year but instead to hold a get-1
far as cleanliness ls concerned. We carry
a full line of Poultry. Dairy, and Barn W—— — — — — — — — — — — — — — Q
together meeting at which a musical
Equipment. If you want healthy, hardy,
strong Chicks on thc "MORE FOR LESS"
mtertainment win be furnished and
! Plan. Higher Quality for Less Money,
ight refreshments served The date,
order today. Wholesale and Retail Dis
tributors In Southern Maine for the It — — — — — — — — — — — — — — H
vhich will probably be sometime the
famous Elmore Feeds. Lehigh Cement.
SEALED PROPOSALS will hr opened
I
fertilizers and land lime
STOVER'S by the Supt. of Lighthouses. Portland.
attcr part of June, will be an-,
CASH ORAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS Me . 1 p. m (standard tlmel. May 17.
lounccd later.
for STOVER FEED MFO CO On track 1933. for anthracite chestnut, and bi
86 Park St., Rockland Just below Ar- tuminous coals. Information upon ap
tees
! rnour's. Tcl 1200 .
51-tf plication.
52-lt

George Konstantin Lindgren. 34
:on of Mr. and Mrs. Hjalmar Line1-1
jren died1 at West Warren Sunday
after an illness of several months ’
He came here from Quincy. Mass, a
few months ago. Funeral services
will be held Wednesday at 2 o'clock,
daylight time, at the home cf his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Lindgren ir.
East Warren. Interment will be at
the Fairview cemetery. Besides his
Brown Bear Knows His Bedtime
parents he is survived bv his widow.
The brown bear seems to know
Leland Peabody Is driving a new
by instinct when Its condition ls
Chevrolet
truck.
such ns to warrant its going to bed
Georges River Mills started Mon
for the winter. At the close of the
season, during which there has been day to operate on daylight time.
a scarcity of food, it will not retire
Mrs. Fred Overlock of Orono
at the normal time, but continue joined her husband here for the
searching for food In order to ac weekend.
quire the store of fat necessary to
Mrs. Amy Fuller had as guests
sustain its life during hibernation.
aver the weekend Mr. and Mrs. Er
nest Fuller and son Samuel of Bel
fast. Callers Sunday afternoon also
were Mr. and Mrs. George Law and
family of Thomaston.
Friends were pleased to welcome
Teacher of Piano
Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Wight home last
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND. MFweek .after a winter ipent. away
TEL. 639-W
visiting their daughters Mrs. Helen

Mabel H. Holbrook

(

FOR SALE

Advertisements In this column not to |
| exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 I
A
i cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- * *
i tional lines five cents each for one time.
NEW
DODGE
—
Plymouth,
also
'22
10 cents for three times. 8lx words Bulck sedan. '28 Bulck four passenger
make a line.
coupe. '29 Dodge D, A. sedan. 30 Olds,
sedan. '30 Ford Tudor. '31 Plymouth se
dan. and others Cash, terms, trade.
HENRY K. ALLEN. Tenant's Harbor. Me.
Tel. 8007
52*54

WANTED

«-------

MEYER BOTH

GENERAL NEWSPAPER. ,
SERVICE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Summer Cottages

(MAY ISSUE NOW MERE)

TO LET

: EGGS AND CHICKS j

SPRING

ti

All r

HOUSE CLEANING
ORLt
PARLOR AND
SPACE HEATERS

; MISCELLANEOUS ♦

SMALL SUPERFEX (with burner); reduced to
$32.75

LARGE SUPERFEX (with burner); reduced to
$49.75
CIRCULATING HEATER (Empire) (with burner)
reduced to $65.00
CIRCULATING HEATER (Gladiator) (with
burner); reduced to $55.00

A FEW QUALITY RANGE BURNERS AT
BARGAIN PRICES

Th's is an opportunity to buy an Oil Burning Heater
at a Low Price to finish out the season with, and have
a High Powered Heater to start with next season.
CONTROLLED HEAT MEANS ECONOMY
EASY
TERMS

A. C. McLOON & CO.
AT THF FKIGIDAIRE SIGN
BICKNELL BLOCK

ROCKLAND,

ME.

BUY
NOW

(J I hose rythmic clicks of
our presses will be encored
later by the tinkle of the
cash register.
For The
Courier-Gazette printing
is the kind that produces
sales. Experience proves it.

Call 770
for Estimates

The Courier- Gazette

PATCHWORK Beautiful Percale Clip
pings.
Guaranteed last.
Bundle
I (equals 18-20 yards).
Postpaid 81.00
I Splendid assortment. LAWSON TEX
TILE CO.. 9 Aster St.. Providence, R I.
__________________________________ 52*54
Boards for a partition. I'd like some
i boards to build a partition. Wlll trade
for an awning or truck cover. Write
ROCKLAND AWNINO CO.. 15 Willow
St., City.__________________________ 14*16
PAPER HANGING, PAINTING Inside
or out. first class work, prices reasonable.
VAN RUSSELL. 7 Bunker St Tel. 950-R
_ _________________________________ 52-5) 4
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
___ _______ _______________________ 39-tf
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
___________________________________ 39-tf
LAWN MOWERS sharpened Satisfac
tion guaranteed Called for and deliv
ered Prompt service. Phone 791, CRIE
HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St.. City.
___________________________________ 40-tf
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
order. Keys made to fit locks when
original keys are lost. House. Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main,St . Rockland Tel. 791.
40-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
Prompt aervlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
_________ _ _______________________ 26-tl *
WHEN IN BOSTON—you can buy
copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284

Tremont at.
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A MOCK RADIO PROGRAM

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes Bent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ..................... . ....... 710 or 794

Mrs. J. Marden DeShon of Port
land, who has many friends here,
will speak at the meeting of the
Woman's Magazine League this aft
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Milton V.
McAllister at Bar Mills. J’pr .,ubject
will be “Romance of Art Po'tery, In
cluding thc Early Egyptian and
Chinese Pottery.” She will show some
pieces of Ban Brigglc pottery of
Oolorado Springs.

Supt E. A. Smalley of Vinalhaven
was the weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Morton, Broadway. Mr.
Smalley and Mr. Morton landed a
handsome salmon at Alfords Lake
Sunday.

Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper cf Canton,
Mrs. Minnie Parsons and Miss i Mats., is spending a few days with her
Evelyn Staples and Miss Maud Staples I father, Fred A. Thorndike, Maple
are visiting friends and relatives in street.
Portland for a few days.
A public card party will oe given
Jchn Sansom who has been spend at Grand Army hall tomorrow after
ing the winter at Altamont Springs. noon under the auspices of thc Aux
Fla., has returned home. Enroute he iliary of Sons of Union Veterans.
with friends spent several hours in Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. Mary
Washington. D. C.. to view the love Jordan will act as hostesses.
ly Japanese cherry blossoms, which
are such an attraction there at tills
Opportunity Class meets tomorrow
season. At Altamont Springs he evening at the First Baptist parlors.
found the weather for thc most part Take sewing accessories and patchwarm and comfortable, although the work pieces.
j
nights and mornings were rather cool
The May meeting of the Camden
at times. At noon the temperature
often rose to 90 degrees. He also Garden Club May 9. will have Miss
Margaret Ruggles of Thomaston as
spent some time in New York.
guest speaker. Mlrs Ruggles will
Mr and Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater and ; speak cn "Thc Garden Path Through
children Edward and Deborah of | Italy,” the delightful address given
Brewer, were guests Sunday of Mrs before the local garden club last year.
Drlnkwater's brother W. A. Seavey
Milton Rolllna. Jr., who has been ill
Cn their return they were accompan
with
an car malady is gaining satis
ied by Mrs. Drlnkwater's father. H. L.
Seavey, who has been spending sev factorily..
eral months in this city.

Edward and John Sansom were
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Wil
liam Sansom. at his cottages “The
Pines" and "Pines Jr.” Crawford
Lake.

The 30th annual white breakfast of
the Rubinstein Club of New York of
which Mrs. William Rogers Chapman
I ls president, will be held Saturday
| iiccn, in the Grand Ballroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria.
There will be
dar.jir.g in the Astor Gallery.

Mrs Lizzie Knight has moved from
A]bert s Peterson will be
Brewster street Into the Harry F J hc:;e£5 ,0 chapin Class this evening
Smith house at 21 Warren street.
j at her home, 558 Main street.

Thc Speech Readers Club will meet.
Thursday afternoon, with Mrs. N. L. j
Witham in charge. Each member is
a'ked to take a conundrum, and to be
ready with the Mother Ooose rhymes.,
After the practice hour there will be
cards, anagrams, puzzles and refresh
ments.
The Thimble Club was entertained .
by Mrs. Sadi; Leach last evening.

Mrs. Michael Halligan underwent
a surgical operation at Knox Ho^Ual
Friday She is reported as doing verywell.
Mrs. A M. Newbert, sen Kendall
and daughter Nancy, of South
Weymcuth. Mass., are at The Thorn
dike for a few days.

Marked Close Of Rubinstein Season—Mrs. Lilian
Copping Is the New President
The 1932-33 season of the Rubin
stein Club came to a brilliant close
Friday evening with thc presenta
tion, 'before a large gatherlr.j of
members and guests at the Univer
salist vestry, of a meek radio pro
gram under the direction cf Mrs.
Helen Wentworth and Mrs. Gladys
Morgan. The attention and ap
plause, as well as the appreciative
laughter in the right places, be
tokened the pleasure derived from
the clever and unique program.
The stage placed In the large door
way between the vestry and parlors
was arranged to resemble a broad
casting station — hangings, a few
pieces of furniture, and micro
phones, one of which bore the sta
tion signal — RiUCL (Rubinstein
Club). Participants in the program
impersonating or representing fa
mous radio personalities were intro
duced by Mrs Morgan as announcer.
Beginning with the morning exer
cises the program was carried
through musical numbers, reading:,
and skits to news flashes, thc
*e!thCr _thC Ume and ,hC 8lgn-on
Kirk’s Orchestra (seven piecesi.
Misses Nathalie Jones and Ruth
Oregory, John Robinson. Chester
Wyllie, Harold Green. R. K Oreen
and Misses Jane Welch. Betty Mc
Alary and Maizlc Jov. were guest
artists, and their services were re
ceived with much appreciation. The
program:

Page Seven

~

Fuller-Cobb- Davis
WE

Have Them . . .

GIVE

given in compliment to the assisting
artists who aided materially in
making the program the grand suc
DISCOUNT
cess It was.
Prior to the program the club held
STAMPS
its annual meeting, when these offi
cers were elected: 'President, Mrs.
Lilian 8. Copping; vice president,
Mrs. Grace Crie; secretary, Mrs.
Alice Karl; treasurer, Mrs. Muriel
Crie; executive board, Mrs. Helen
Wentworth. Mrs. Katherine Veazie,
Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden. Mrs. Frances
McLoon, Miss Alice Erskine and
Mrs. Hazel Atwood; accompanist.
Made from thc Finest Silk Obtainable
Mrs. Averill; choral director, Mrs.
Faith G. Berry.
Mrs. Copping's election to the
All the Newest Shades
presidency is regarded with satis
SERVICE
faction as she brings to the office
In All Sizes
AND
not only value gained when she
served in that capacity from 1921 to
CHIFFON
1924. three outstanding seasons, but
vision and enthusiasm for the
future.
The secretary. Mrs. Karl, reported
that the club held 14 regular meet
ings, four of which were guest days,
and exchange programs with Les
Camarades Muslcaux and the Schu[ mann club here, and with the latter
With proper carc these new stockings will give the wearer weeks of
club ln Bangor. The return pro
added wear. They are inexpensive when you consider that they arc
gram with the Bath Club will be
given May 11. A Russian musicale
processed and insulated to resist pull threads which cause runs. Try
and- tea for the public was presented
these new stockings.
on April 25. Thc club had a summer
outing at'thc cottage of Mrs. Went
worth, Lake Cobbossecontee. Out
SIMPLICITY PATTERNS THAT FIT
We
standing in the fine programs for the
Morning exercises — Art Bsgley and
RAYON UNDIES—REDUCED
15c
season were "Of Thee I Sing," pre
Demonstrators
(Mrs Wentworth Jane Welch. Betty sented by Mrs. Copping and a
McAlary. Malzle Joy; Mr Bates of Kirk's
BUTTERICK PATTERNS
Orchestra at the piano)
Special
chorus; "Franz Josef Haydn — Mo
Orchestra—Trots—MaBelle
zart His Teacher and Beethoven HU j
In Stock
Moon Song
SLIPS. COMBINATIONS, PANTIES
Dream Town
Friend." Miss Erskine; Homecomer’s ‘
Visit Our Yard Goods Department
Paul Whiteman and His Rhythm Boys
Program; Music of the Sea. Mrs.
(Kirk's Orchestral
BLOOMERS
DANCE
SETS
Soprano—Lo. Here the Gentle Lark ......
Karl; Music of Nature, Mrs. Elling-1
Bishop
Virginia Rea
wood; Student Day; "Geraldine1
(Miss Adelaide E Cross)
BUY WHERE YOU GET S. & H. GREEN STAMPS—YOUR DISCOUNT ON EVERYTHING YOU PUR
Farrar,” Miss Caroline Littlefield,
Reading Beauty Hints
Barbara Oould. beauty expert
and
thc
radio
program.
I Mrs Blanche Morton)
CHASE FROM
Plano—Pollchlnelle
....... Rachmaninoff
The report of the retiring treas
Lady of the Ivories
urer. Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, covering
I Miss Clemlce Blackington)
Contralto — A Boy and a Girl Werr j a hectic season due to financial con
Dancing
ditions, the bank situation and un
Ruth Ettlng
(Mrs Lucy Lowel
expected happenings, showed that
Violin Pas de Nalla from "Le Source"
Delibes the treasury U about "breaking
Marjorie Posselt
even." A rUing*vote of appreciation
Miss Esther E Morse of Camden)
Readings—Group of selected poems
was extended to Mrs. Wentworth,
Edna St Vincent Millay
I Mrs Ruth Ellingwood I
retiring president, for the efficient
Contralto—Sweet Adeline
and cheerful way in which she has
Kate Smith
A writer in Wales recommends the
Tne Jig-saw craze, we take It, Is an
MARRIED 50 YEARS
(Mrs. Lydia Storer)
DOG AND MASTER
served
for the past year. She ex
j Pass of Llar.beris as one of the pret outgrowth of the people's long exer
Plano duo—Le Matin ............ Chaminade
(To Pierrot)
The Plano Twins
pressed her keen appreciation of the Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Ball Re
tiest he has come across. But why cise in fitting bioken inoomes to
You wag your tall
(Mrs Esther Rogers and Mrs Charlotte
co-operation
received
from
the
mem

And gaze at me.
Jackson)
' journey abroad to come to a pretty gaping expenses and making ends
membered
On
Golden
And I at you.
Vocal trio—Moon Song
bers.
pass?—Detroit News.
nr et.—Virginian-Pilot.

ENTIRELY NEW

FULL FASHIONED STOCKINGS

Made To Resist
Snags and Pull Threads

Priced At

00

pair

Give

29C

Discount
Stamps

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

Richard Stoddard and Charles
Bicknell were home from Universrtv
When It s Darkness on thc Delta
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Smith have cj Maine for the weekend.
The Boswell Sisters
returned from a visit in New London.
(Miss Cross. Miss Jones. Miss Gregoryl
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer are Skit — Seth Parker and one of his
Cor n., and Boston. While In the for
"gttherlnga"
mer city they attended thc Easter making a fortnight's visit in Boston. Seth Parker. Mr Robinson; Ma Parker.
Mrs Wenta-orth; Cephas. Mr Wyllie,
sunrise service cf the Coast Guard
Captain. R K Oreen; Neighbors. Mrs
Miss Ruth Lawrence went Friday to
Kathleen Marston. Mrs Ruth Hoch.
and Long Cedars, a Masonic organt- :
Mrs Katherine Veazie. Mrs Storer.
Rochester N. Y.. where she is attend
zation. at the Naval Academy.
Mrs Hazel Atwood. Harold Greene.
ing the American Festival of Music Orchestra — Waltzes — Waltzing ln a
Dream
at
the
Eastman
School
of
Music,
from
Carl Thurston was home from
My Wishing Song
which
she
is
a
graduate.
Paradise
University of Maine for the weekend.
Wayne King s Orchestra
(Kirk's Orchestra)

edding Anniversary

Mrs. Edward Benner and son Hugh
have returned home after spending
the winter with relatives in Boston
and vicinity. They motored here with
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner and
daughter Lois of Augusta wiwm Mrs
Benner and son have been visiting for
i a short time.

Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon wenBrowne Club meeu Friday evening
Accompanists were Mrs. Nettle
hosts to the Friday Night Club at ,
ML‘S Katherine Keating, MeAverill, Miss Delia Morse of Cam
supper and cards.
chanic street.
den. and Mrs. Marian Marsh Clark
Mrs. Harry Fales Smith and daugh- j Priscilla, daughter of Mr and Mrs ] Ushers were Mrs. Doris Scarlott.
ter Marjorie of Bath were guests reClarke, celebrated her sixth ( Mrs. Dorothy Crie, Miss Clemice
ccntly of Mrs Smiths sister. Miss birthday Saturday by entertaining a , Blackington. Miss Edna Gregory and
' number of little friends. They were Mrs. Ruth Hoch.
Sarah Sansom.
Marie Bierry. Ruth Clarke. Catherine ! At the close of the program mem
Mrs. Crawford Gatcoinb went Sun Libby. Mary Lou Duff. Jean Abbott, bers of the program enjoyed an in
day lo New Harbor where she will Joyce and Jean Palmer. Ruth Suke formal buffet lunch and social hour.
substitute for. the principal of th? forth and Kent Palmer. The deco
A special mccLng of the Junior
High School. Mrs. Gatcomb is ail rations oi tlie table were of pink and
honor graduate of University of j green. Priscilla received many nice Harmony Club has be?n called for
this afternoon at 4.30 at the Univer
Maine.
' gifts.
_____
salist vestry to make fu.al plans for
Another popular Crescent Beach , The Woman's Educational Club at the open meeting which will take
assembly takes place Thursday night, the annual meeting Friday will serve place next Tuesday evening Teach
with Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Estes and a baked bean supper to members at ers presenting pupils arc asked to
Dr. and Mrs E. W. Peaslec as hosts OAR. hall. All not solicited are notify Mrs. Leola Noyes as scon as
asked to take sweets.
possible regarding name of child,
The Corner Club enjoyed cards
.selection and composer.
There will be a meeting of the
Friday afternoon with Mrs. J. S.
executive board of the Garden Club
Jcr.kins.
Thc directors of thc Acme Tor Aged
tomorrow afternoon at the home of Women meet tomorrow aft-moon at
Crosby Ludwick who is convalescing the newly elected president. Miss the home of Mrs. F. W. Fuller.
from an appendicitis operation re Helen D. Perry, North Main street.
turned home from Knox Hospital*
The card party scheduled for Fri
Mrs. Clara T. Curtis was given a
yesterday.
day at the home ot Mrs. Mary Cooper
birthday surprise party at the home
for the benefit of Edwin Libby Re
MLss Christine Elliott of Portland, of Mrs. Dorothy Baxter. Orace street,
lief Corps, has been cancelled. A
a student at University of Maine, was Thursday evening. Bridge was played,
benefit party, however, will be given
house guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. with honors being won by Mrs Aud
next Monday evening, at the home of
Thurston over thc weekend.
rey Teel. Mrs. Vivian Kimball and
Mrs. Clara Curtis.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gilbert. Mrs. Curtis
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Toner of Lev is was presented with a pretty May bas
Thc Diligent Dames meet Friday
ton were guests Thursday of Supt. and ket containing gifts from those pres
afternoon
at the home of Mrs. A. C.
Mrs. E. L. Toner. On their return ent. A birthday cake, angel cake and
Jones with Mrs. H. Ernest Keywcod
they were accompanied by their sons ice cream were served.
as assisting hostess
Albert and Karl who had been visit
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F Jascph ol
ing the Toners for the week.
Thc annual meeting of Lady Knox
I Fitchburg, Mass., are in thc city for
Nine members of Berean Bible a few days, arranging for the opening Chapter, D.A.R.. took place yester
Class, armed with a chicken dinner of their summer home at Rockville. day at thc home of Mrs. Allc; Karl,
who was Assisted In entertaining bv
and all the fixln's, "popped In' on
Mis. J. Charles MacDonald last Tues
Col. and Mrs. William P. Hurley ar Mrs. Adelaide Butman. Mrs. Uncle
day neon, the occasion serving as a rived Saturday from Fruitland Park, Walsh and Mrs. Grace Veazie. Mrs.
birthday surprise. There was also a Fla, where they spent a pleasant Su&lla Sheldon presented a repo-* cf
birthday cake with festive decora- winter, marred only by thc mishap the Stat? Conference. An Interesting
tions, and a nice gift. Thc after which befell Mrs. Hurley when she report cf thc Continental Congress in
Washington, D. C., prepared by Mrs
noon was spent in games and guess fell and broke one of he: wrists.
Irene Moran and Mrs. Helen Lord,
ing contests. Those present were Mrs
The Woman's Auxiliary of St. delegates, was read by Mrs. Veazie.
Florence Reach, Mrs. Clara Gregory,
Mrs. Elvie Wooster, Mrs. Hattie Rich Peter's Church held a delightful get- Theca officers were elected: R.gent,
ards, Mrs. Fanny Pinkham. Mrs. Lena together Thursday evening in the Mrs. Maude Blodgett; vie? regent,
Rokes, Mrs. Gladys Mills, Mrs. Maud Undercroft, with abcut 25 present. Mrs. Alice Karl; secretary. Mrs.
Grant and Mrs. Zona Mattatall. Mrs. A chicken barbecue supper was served, Katherine St. Clair; treasurer, Mrs.
MacDonald and Misses Emily and the attractive table decorations, ar Mary Ladd; registrar, Mrs Clara
ranged by Mrs. Arthur Wisner,, fea Thurston; historian. Miss Caroline
Gwendolyn MacDonald.
turing geraniums, begonias, ferns and Stanley; chaplain. Mrs. Mary Perry
Free delivery by Western Union candles. Songs written as take-offs Rich; board of directors, Mrs. Ann
service ls offered on $2 orders or over cn the members were presented by Sncw and Mrs. Mary Ccoper. Mrs.
by J. J. Newberry Co. in their big Mrs. Mary Dinsmore and Mary But- Blodgett upon presentation of the
grocery sale advertised1 on page lomer. Gomes nnd stunts rounded gavel gave a short talk in a feeling
cut tlie evening in jolly manner.
manner.
three of this newspaper—adv.

Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Ball kept open
hou'e Sunday at their heme on Orove
street, the occasion being an observ
ance of their 50th wedding annivertry which fell on May 1st. The I
happy affair, arranged by their
daughter. Miss Lucy Ball, brought to- !
(tether a large number of local and
»
------Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lufkin who cut of town relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ball received in the
have been (pending a few days in
the city, have returned to Isle au living room. Beautiful flowers, re
membrances for the occasion, graced
Haut.
the room. Sandwiches, cakes and tea
were served at a low table, presided
Mrs. E L. Toner entertains the over by Mrs Sanford Delano and Miss
Itooevik Club this afternoon.
Mary Kanaley of Augusta. Mrs
...
_ .
Ball's gown duplicated In color her
Mr. and Mrs Fred Whitney and wccWing
a rjch
J''ere' ° Ci.cland, Frank
The esteem and affection held for
'Vhltncy ^ruaed Mrs Cnarles Harn- . Mr and Mrs Bail wrrc dcmonstrat(;d
v- . an
ic ael Johnson, of Bargor. ;
counties ways during thc day
were in the cHv Sunday to attend the
wcre numcrous telegranis of
uner
services for the late Mrs congratulation, letters and cards, giftt
Michael Johnson (Minnie Whitney). of fl0WTW
wcddtng cakc,
whose remains had been in the re- May baskets, and a purre from friends
ceiving tomb since her death Feb. 2 of 8t Bernards parish.
The services were held in Burpee's J Among out cf town visitors were j
funeral parlors, with Rev. J. C Mac- 1 Mr Ball's sisters, M ss Alice Ba'.l and
Donald officiating. Mr. MacDonald Mra Annie Kittredge of Buck: port;
Incorporated ln his talk a poem of Mrs Ball's sister, Mrs. Mary Mack
great beauty written by Elizabeth of Waterville; their daughter, Mrs
Powers Stanhope, a oousin of the de- Perey Plnnrtte of Millinocket; Miss
ceased. The remains were taken to Mary Kanaley of Augusta; Mrs RayBrownvtllc.
mon(J Nortbcy (Mabelle Browni of
Richmond and St. Petersburg, and
Col. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinssn have Harold Swett of Portland.
returned from thc State Legion gath
ering at Ellsworth.
As we understand it, each nation
believes in prazrving the sanctity of
In Sunday's issue of the New York the other fellow's signature.—Mus
Herald-Tribune appeared this serial kogee Phoenix
item which is of especial interest to
Rockland readers: "Frederick S. Fales
MICKIE SAYS—
has announoed the engagement of
his daughter Miss Frederick! H. Fales.
PRlUriMe, LIKE EGGC, COMES
to Sheldon M. Monroe. Miss Fales
ltd DIFFERCUT grades *
’vas graduated from the VUtln Schcol
GOOD, FAIR AMD AWFUL -AMD
in 1919 and from Vassar College ln
THE OMLY KIMO WE KMOW
1924. Mr. Monroe was graduated
AUV7WIMG ABOUT IS TUE
GOOD (RUO.YOU SEE, WE
from Kenyon College, Gambler, Ohio,
TAKE GOBS OF PRIDE
and since graduation has been a
•M OUR PRIMT SHOP ■
y
member of thc staff of the National
City Bank located at Hongkong, and
latterly at Bombay. India. The wed
ding wlll take place at Mr. Fales' resi
dence. Homesick:. Premium Point, New
Rochelle, May 20."

So dumbly true:
Each content on an old log
At the edge of the sea—
A dreaming man.
With the azure span
Of sky above,—
And a dog
Avowing hla love.
—Le Baron Cooke. In thc Christian
Science Monitor.

This is the ideal time
to plant your

WED.-THURS.
n

0

Parcel Delivery

Family Washing*
Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan
TeL 106-R

Hardy
Perennials
Home grown ones planted
the day they arc dng give
the best results.

J
I'

SWEET WILLIAM
BABY'S BREAT H
MONKSHOOD
SHASTA DAISY
SPIREA
LARKSPUR
COLUMBINE
DIANTHUS
ACHILLEA
HEUCHERA
AND OTHERS

20c

Plant them now and
zhave a lovely Rose

Garden in bloom this
summer

Fertil-Potted
Roses
in variety

1.00,1.25 each

Certi-Fed Roses
50c each

EORGF.TMENOTS ANII
ENGLISH DAISIES

Vigoro, Loma, Bone

5c

Meal in 5 lb pkgs.

Dug and delivered whin
you order them—or freshly
dug and on

Lawn Grass and

Special Sale Saturd’y
Shrubs on Order

Flower Seeds
on sale at •

What Happens to I
Second-Hand Kings?'

See

Silsby Flower Shop

GEORGE

371 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND
47tf

MW

TODAY
BORIS KARLOFF In

"THE MUMMY"

"THE KING'S
VACATION"
A Warner trot. hit with
DICK
PATRICIA

POWELL. E L L I S

Light Trucking

Just Plant Them

NOW SHOWING
“STATE FAIR”
with
JANET GAYNOR, WILL ROGERS
Special Matinee For Children
Today 4.00 o'clock. Adm. 10c

COMING
“KING KONG" “42ND STREET"

strand).,
SHOWS—2.00—6.45—8.45
Daylight Saving Time

WEDNESDAY ONLY

WARREN

THURSDAY ONLY
Who Stole
The Bride

WILLIAM
in

"THE
MIND READER”
A First National Picture with
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
THREE SHOWS DAILY
2.00—6.45—8.15
Daylight Saving Time

SEE—

GLENDA FARRELL

BEN LYON

MARY BRIAN
in

“GIRL
MISSING”

n.

Right
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I

as Schelling, Harold Samuel (tlie
ON I HE HONOR ROLL
celebrated exponent of Bach) and
Mr. Downs himself. It was a rare List of the Rockland High
A. B. Crocker
treat to hear such concertos played
School Students Who Got
by such artists. Our Anal conceit is
Highest Ranking
The day being Saturday, the week
to be that of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra which has developed into
day that the University Museum is
lhe honor roll at Rockland High
such a marvelous organization under
School, published herewith, will be open to the public from 9 to 4. we
its present leadership.
drop in to look over the exhibits—
Last week I heard the special scanned with Interest by many parperformance of Aida with my friend I ents, and certainly with pride by- lest w-e forget.. One of the latest ex
^0^ Bampton taking the second those whose sons and daughters have hibits from the hands of that cele
leading role. She did it ve • splen- acquired the coveted ranking The brated worker in glass is that of fruits
and berries, and tlie one that held
didly and looked very beautiful. It list follows:
our attention was our boyhood friend
was rather an ordeal for her. as she
Senior Honor Roll
—the strawberry. Dr. Boteler said of
had been ill for several days, but as
All As—Robert Allen 5. Fern
it was such an opportunity for her Browne 6. Wilbur Connon 4, PO, strawberries: "Doubtless Ood could
she was determined that she would Htien
5, Stanley Gay 4, Nlc'.o have made a better berry, but. doubt
(go through with it. After the sec- I
pelhcanc 5 .Walter Staples 5, Mil- less God never did."
This is not a story of the wild
! ond act in which she had sung J 4^ Sweeney 6.
strawberry
of fields and woods, that
particularly well, the audience gave '
a s—Lawrence Crane, Alice
luscious
berry
which needed neither
great applause, but no Bampton ap- oay Helen Jordan, Carolyn McAllissugar nor cream, Just follow the
peared to accept it. It continued ter antj Gladys Overlock,
and finally after a few minutes she
Three As-Oeraid Black. Elizabeth mower, pick them up and eat them
did come forth, bowed and retired at, Clark. Kenneth Dailey. Helen Ruben- |j right off tlie stem. Just to think
once. She was called forth several | stem, Everett Frohock. Bertha about those berries,—"Renews the life
times and each time seemed tn a ' Knight. PO.. Velzora Look, Wilpos
hurry to retire, which seemed un- Sallinen, Donald York. Avis Lovejoy,
I usual. We found out that at the 1 Joan Moulaison P.O.. Virginia Post,
- dropping of the curtain of the act Merton Sumner and Rose Whitmore
she had fainted away and only re- 1 Nothing below B—Shirley Barbour,
covered sufficiently to enable her to | Oertrude Blackington. Carrie Breen
appear and then leave at once. It I Isabelle Choate, Lyra Cook, Helen
wa; a brave effort on her part, and Cflano 3 PO . Priscilla Saunders, Eva
he sang the last act better almost Dow, Mary Foster. Mary G.r.r
than the others. I predict that she Margaret Halliday. Frank Harming [
will go far in opera, for she is but 3, Marjorie Jackson. Bemadetttwenty-three years old. and in her Snow. Dorothy King. Edith Morse
first year at the Metropolitan has re Liberale Paladino, Helen Ross, Car’.
ceived two major roles, something Phllbrook. Herbert Spear, Mari
Stockbridge and Ruby Sundstrom
rather unusual."

THE SAUNTERER

REALM OF MUSIC
j St. Clair Morgan

There is a note of rejoicing in | sidered one of the three best poetry
local musical circles because Mrs magazines in the country. And
here is the poem:
Carrie Burpee Shaw, who has been
M EMORY OF Ml'SIC
Who then am I. to speak ol music?
In New York and New Jersey for
I who dwell in that perpetual silence
several years, is returning to take
Where no sound penetrates?
Where laughter of small children
up her residence in Rockland in the
I- pilled upon the air
And prematurely hushed.
near future. Mrs. Shaw is one ol
As by an unseen hand:
Where slow, sonorous bells on Sun
the best musicians this city has pro
day morning.
And wild remonstrances of harbor
duced—not only an accomplished
tides.
Are strangely mute:
pianist and organist, teacher and
Even as singing birds are mute.
composer, but brilliant in the his
Remembering must companion
tory and lore of music. During her | This muffled tread of years
Remembering
years in New York, with all her
How happiness, untamed In strlctured throat.
musical activities and home cares,
Grew reassured by song—
she never lost touch with her native
"O Promise Me that Some Day You
and I . .
city, and when she comes back she
Remembering
will find loving hearts and admiring
The lilting little tune
friends waiting to welcome her.
A father balanced with precision
Along the edge of nursery dusks—
• • • •

Mrs. Shaw wrote most interesting-j
ly awhile back concerning the so- !

• There was a crook-ed man
He walked a crook-ed mile . ."

Remembering
Against vast screens of shifting
khaki.
A. monkey, perplexed and appealing.
Who marched grotesquely to Pack
Up Your Troubles.
While mad-cap. penny-fllnglng chil
dren
Danced round him In the street

al jov in happiest, hours." Wc find ol Uie U. S. Department of Agricul
these facts about the cultivated Fra- ture for 1929 showed: Acres under
garia vlrginiana
cultivation in strawberries. 198 560:
• Duchesne <17C8) discovered ln his crop raised. 331.441.000 quarts, valued
studies with Fragarla moschata, the ' at $46,400,000.
liaulboLs atrawberty of Europe, that j Some 40 years ago when I was at
some plants were pollen bearing and the Harbor on my summer vacation,
ethers were fruit bearing. Some cul- ! one day Dad had a hunch that the
tuial methods called for a weeding out strawberries were waiting to be picked
of pollen bearing plants since they over in the Turkey woods. He in*
were known not to bear fruit. This ; sisted that I should assist in picking
procedure left no pollen for pollina- I them. We arrived at the berry field
tion of the pistillate plants and of and had picked about a pint apiece
course no crop developed II took the when one of those sudden showers
American strawberry growers 75 years came up. With no shelter we got
to learn of Duchesne s work md to very, very wet. Dad hated to go home
realize Its significance."
"skunked" so we filled our palls with
About 1812 nurseries in North leaves to within a couple of inches
America began to disseminate im of the top. and put the strawberries
proved varieties of Fragaria virgini- on top, and went home swinging full
una. In 1834 there were more than berry pails. "The moral of this
50 varieties grown. In 1838 the Hovey, mournful tale to all is plain and
ln 1876-77 the Crescent and Sharpless clear" Buy your strawberries in the
varieties were added. The lowly- marketplace.
strawberry is of some importance ln marketplace.
Boze
Somerville. Mass
the commercial world, as the report

STRAND THEATRE
Florence Arliss, wife of the famous
stage and screen star. George Arliss,
plava opposite her hu-band as his
queen, in "The King’s Vacation,"
which comer Wednesday and Thurs
day. She will not consent to play any
rclc in hls pictures except tliat of hls
wile and In a love story that has a
happy ending. When the role cails
for some other ending or another sort
of characterization, another actress
is invariably engaged for the part.
Mrs. Aillss appeared frequently with
her husband on the stage, hut only
the three times on the screen. Befcre
her mai l lage, she played on the stage
indt pendently as Florence Montgom
ery, "the girl with the nice arms " as
Mr. Arliss describes her ln his auto
biography. "Tlie King's Vacation," is
an unusually pleasing modern convdy
drama.—adv.

TIRE PRICES GOING UP

caEed “modern music." Referring to
a previous letter she said:
"The term ‘ultra modern music'
might be more appropriate to whai
Forgetting
I wrote, for there D a certain line
For uncertain space
of modern writing which is not so j How through my cupped, rest:aid
ing hands
harrowing to the musical senses and
All music trickles, water-wise.
Since lt is mute;
Junior Honor Roll
which really contains much that is
Even as singles birds are mute
The first book in any language to
•
•
•
•
All
As
—
Hervey Alien 4, Vincent
still beautiful, not withstanding its
Another chatty letter from a New undertake a systematic analysis of Pellicane 4, Sylvia Shafter 5, Hazel
many altered chordi:. Even when
all the chamber music works of
there is a long succession of discord York friend to share with you:
Brahms will be published in time for Vasso 5, Ruth Gregory 4, Charles
“
Lcng.
long
ago
I
saw
an
account
ant combinations of sound, one can
the centenary of Brahms' birth, Ellis 5, Norman Stanley 4, Charles
discern a certain orderly arrange of the last Rubinstein Club concert which occurs on May 7. This book Wooster 4. Ruth Dondis 5, Esther
, 1 Oregory
„ .. Mason — The
rhu Chapman 4, _
Eleanor
ment which gives a feeling tliat it is here at the Waldo: f. I was there .by Daniel
___ _ Tibbetts 5.
Four As—Dorothy Duwck. Bernard
moving toward something under again as the guest of Mrs. Chapman Chamber' Music of Brahms—will be
standable and restful, so that one and it was a most interesting pro available on May 2 (The MacMi.- Cohen and Helen Pietrosky.
Three As— Elzada North, Dorothy
does net really suffer from the dis gram. Among the featured musi lan Company).
cians was the Hilgar Trio — young
Harvie. Nathalie Jones. Thelma Day
sonances.
Beryl Borgerson. Vemard Crockett
"These may seem to result from ladies, exceptionally fine artists.
PARK THEATRE
Constance Snow and Eleanor Sylves
the crossing cf the voice parts and Their ensemble work is quite beauti
"Mind Reader." comes for Wednes
ful
and
they
are
most
sincere
in
all
ter.
we can still feel that we are really
day only with Warren William and
Nothing below B—Dorothy Freed
going somewhere and will soon they do.
“You also probably know that Mr Constar.ee Cummings ln the featured man, Virginia Connon Sophie Cohen,
reach what may be called sane har
and Mrs. Chapman were in a rather roles. William plays a sort of Russell Bartlett, Waiter Barstow. ,
mony. at least at its close.
Wallingford
characterization
as
"But the ultra modern music serious automobile accident recently Chandra the Great, magician, sooth Charles Havener. Hulda Smith. Rich
ard Thomas. Ruth Ward, Marion
seems to me to be merely an unrea- and were quite badly shaken up sayer and mind reader.
Watts and Anna Winchenbach.
sonable effort to create something ant* injured. Mrs. Chapman had th;
For Thurrday only Ben Lyon and
new and startling, semething which more aevere lnJurles- but thf>' both Mary Brian will be seen in "Girl
Sophomore Honor Roll
no one else has dared to do. It is I havf recovered quite completely and Missing." Palm Beach, the play
All As—Emma Harding 6.
more like a somewhat brutal adven- seeln ln perfect condition. It was ground of wealth and beauty, and the
Five As—Virginia Leach.
ture In the use of harsh and dis- ,a narrow escape.
hunting ground for opportunists of
Four As—Camilla Emery, Gertrude
cordant sounds which bear no relalost days of this season s both sexes, is the locale of the story, Heal. Edward Hellier, Margaret Pen
tion to each other nor to orthodox opeta were the most wonderful of ad. and for the central figure, the au dleton, Madelyn Rawley and Elizabeth
harmony.
Particularly those of the Wagner thors, Carl Erickson and Don Mullaly Walker.
“It seem.; a desecra-Ion to call it :jcle 1 certainly do wish you empjOy a quick-witted chorus girl
Three As—Winfield Chatto, Helen
music or harmony. Even the die- n^ght have heard the performance whose nimble mind solves a murdei Korpinen. Edward Ladd. Alice White.
tionary would quarrel with such apTristan and Isolde. I was thrilled mvstiiy that ts still baffling the police Eleanor Winchenbaugh and Donna
plication of these old fashioned
never before. 'One thing. I was of the Florida winter resort —adv.
deRochemont
terms. I am inclined to believe. *t sitting in the second row center and
Nothing below B—Jacquelin Bleth
would be gratifying to give to the tbat a'one was Quite a thrill!) I
en, Rote Flanagan. Virginia Flint.
new'music a new name, one more think I have written to you before
Raymond Gardner. Mary Gay. Ma
expressive of its character. I can about Frieda Leider and Olszewska.
rion Oinn, Laura Kangas, Lydia
not imagine anyone being thrilled tv the two new artists we have heard
Leighton, Doris Maloney. Vivian Mul
such sounds or inspired to higher v; [ this season. They are beautiful to
len, Emma Pierce and Mildred Wey
nobler achievement in any line of I gaze upon and in addition sing glori
mouth.
endeavor: nor can I at present make ously. It was a performance that
Freshman Honor Roll
sense of such terrible discords as hiade J’°u feel you couldn t applaud.
All
As
—William Anderson 4. Sulo
that
you
must
go
out
quietly
so
as
are continued all through some of
Gronros 4. Edward Hayes 4. Mildred 1
the modern compositions until the not to break the spell, and made one
Smith 4. Frances Young 4.
bitter end; and the end is especially wish for the chance of getting awav
Three As — Carlton Gngory,
bitter when its last notes form the alone and dreaming it all over again.
Charles Mitchell, Vernet Morgan.
I
have
heard
operas
and
operaS,
but
worst discord of all. It seems to
Adelaide Schellinger, Frances Storer,
leave one In a chaotic state of feel never a performance like this one.
Ralph Tyler and Thelma Whitehouse.
"Two weeks or so ago we had a
ing. perhaps because we are so acNothing below B—Robert Chandler.
customed to having the tonic chord most unusual concert at the MetrcCatherine Chisholm, Madeline Curtis,
politan on Sunday evening. It was a
at the close of all compositions.
Samuel Glover Ruth Harper, Flor- j
"But the old motto, ‘Live and testimonial performance to Mr.
ence Jordan, Margaret Kent. Law
learn- is a good one to follow; and
who has been manager for 25
rence Lord, Ruth Marston. Charles
if we give sufficient study to the y*ars- Every artist of the company
Merritt, Ruth Pendleton. Elsie Rack- '
subject we shall probably become;toolc Part. so you can imagine what
j liffe, Carolyn 8mith. Carl Spear, Earl
able to understand and find mean- a galaxy of stars that meant. Thc
Withee and Helen Withee
A man in the necktie bizness
ing. if not beauty. 4n what, at pres- flrst P41"1 was lu the form of a conent, is so unacceptable to our musi- cert with different bits of opera., told me last week that he’d been
cal taste"
rung by different artists. And the thinkin' bout this prohibition repeal
second part was a surprise in the proposition.
How to Keep Skin Youthful!
form of numerous stunts ending in
Said he'd been fer it, supposin' lt
Alden, N. Y.-”I j
An exquisite poem entitled "Mem a grand cabaret scene with everyon?
would help bizness but after think
am glad to recom
ory of Music." written by Marguerite taking part. Sembrich (75 years
in" it over fer himself, an' not jist
mend Dr. Picrcc’t
MacAlman. was entered in a poetry | old)), rulV(l
Olive Fremsted. Alma oluck thinkin' what somebody else told him
Golden Medical Dis
contest this spring, being given third, ,and never haye , wn more beau.
covery to every
to think, he had calc'lated that if
young girl who wants
place by L^gh Hanes, editor of "The Uful
wa5 gou7led ln people spent 2*k billion dollars fer
to have a fine clear
Lyric." Roanoke,
Roanoke. Va. Mrs MacAl
MacAl- | whRe
p,ain wjth
bcoze every year they wouldn't buy
complexion. For two
man received a letter of tribute from long train, silver slippers and a huge so many neckties.
years I was embar- I
rassed by the condi
Mrs. Irene Moran in which she said: | green feather fan; her hair is silSo he's turned dry A lot o' other tion of my skin. The
eruptions that tame
"You should feel proud of Mr Hanes' ver gray, and when she was brought folks has begun to wonder what re- out on my face would not dear up even
though I used every outward application that
estimation, because “Lyric" ls con- to the footlights to be Introduced, pi a' would do to their business, an' my mother gave me to use.” uid Mis*
Dorothy Winegar of Kello| St. "Then I took
you have never seen a more beautiful they are cornin' to the conclusion that Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Divovery and •
my skin cleared up. my blood is in good
they've got enough competition now condition. I have no more eruptions but a
or charming artist).
good healthy, clear complexion, and my gen
“There were dozens of other celeb without, startin' up any more.
eral health is greatly improved.'
Write Dr. Piece*’. Cliaie. Buffelu, N. Y.
Copyright.. 1933, by O. J. McClure
rities who have been out of opera
for some time and as they came into
the cabaret scene, they were brought
forward and introduced amidst
much applause. There were all sorts
of funny goings-on. The Ponselle
) sisters did a song and dance act:
Bori did an Italian flower song,
i throwing bunches of violets to the
ROOMS
audience.
Numerous other solos,
With BATH
and the stunt that brought down
BOSTON, MASS
BEACON Sikht'I
tt.50
the house was Lily Pons, diminutive
j person that she is, doing an Apache
j :ong and dance with Melchior |
I (dTessed as a girl) who weighs 250
U EXTRA KRSON
m Beacoi
' pounds and ls over six feet four ln
Next tu the
height. It was a riot! Altogether 1
Houie
IHrTrilUiimirntu
.*
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
it was an evening that one will prob- 1
ably never see again, and a most
interesting one to be able to see j
txerutlvs Office
all of the artists in regular costume, j
Just a (ev minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
HOTEL MANGER
"We have been having some very
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
and .hopping centers.
interesting concerts In Olin Downs'
Pleat* tend----- Recognition Cerda
for ute byfriendt and myself. Ne
Musical Appreciation Course' of
New Lower Rates
obligation.
which I wrote you some time ago
One particularly outstanding one 1
Rooms without bath,
up; with bath, B.OOup
Namewas for three pianos and an orchesComplete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Street 5 tra of about 35 members. The pianos
City were played by such splendid artist.; 1

Pap
Henderson
Sez«

IS YOUR SKIN CLEAR?

Equip Your Car NOW}

with rircstone
Never

BEFORE have you been able to buy Firestone

Extra Quality

Tires at these tire “war” prices. You will probably never have the chance

to do so again, since raw material prices are rapidly increasing.

Advanced tire prices must follow.

A ™E NEW

Extra Quality Tire

Virestone
SUPER OLDFIELD TYPE

Equal in quality to standard brand, Srsl
line tires. Deep cut, thick, w ide tread—ruggeti
dependability aud striking appearance. Value
unequaled at price* that afford real tating*.

4.50-21
4.75-19

$5.65
6.1S

5.00-20
5.25-18

$6.75
7.45

Other Stooo froportionEttlf Low

FIRESTONE OLDFIELD TYPE
Superior in Quality and Construction to
(irRt line, special brand tirea, offered for
sale by department stores, oil companies,
and mail order catalog houses. This is
^The Tire That Taught Thrift to Millions!

1.50-21 $4.95
1.75-19
5.50

?Xgold standard

5.00-19 $5.85
5.25-18
6.60

Other Stoss Proporlumoiely Idite

3^Tire Values

TIRESTONE SENTINEL TYPE
Better Quality, Construction and Work
inanship than second line, special bran*
tires offered for sale by mail order house
and others.

the MASTERPIECE
of TIRE CONSTRUCTION
Vsed alrno-t exclusively by master race drivers —thev
will not take chances or risk their lives on ordinary liras.
Road speeds oN<<>day are the racing tprrdt of yesterday.
You should take no chance* but profit hy the knowledge
and experience of race drirer* who know tires. Equip your
ear all around with Firestone High Speed Tires which hold
all world record* on road and track for safety, speed, mileage
and endurance.
Firestone High Speed Tires are made by matter lire
builder*, of the finetl material*, with the Extra Feature* of
Cum-Dipping and Two Extra Gum.Dipped Cord Plie*
under the Seienti/irally De*ifned Tread.
Protect your life and thc lives of your family by trading
us your old, smooth, thin, worn, dangerous tires. We will
give you a lilwral allowance to apply on a set of Firestone
High Speed Tires — the tafeit tire* in the world.
REMEMBER — your brakes can stop your wheels, but
your tires must *top your car!

cn«w

T)re*tone

t SEALTYTE
Leakproof TUBE

4.50-21 $4.48
4.75-19
4.95

5.00-19 ($ 5-17
5.25-18 | 5.95

Olher Siset Proportionately Low

FIRESTONE COURIER TYPE
Good Quality and W orkmanship — ear ries the name “Firestone” and full guar
antee. Sold as low as many cheap special
brand tires manufactured to a price.

30x3’/4CI.|IS3.35 4.50-21 (S4.
4.40-21 I 3.45 4.75-19J 4.

COMPARE QUALITY-CONRTBUCTION-PWCl

Tirettone
SPARK PLUGS
SAVE GASOLINE

DEPENDABLE

TlreetONg

TYreatonc

Aquapruf

BATTERIES

•54!

MANGER

BRAKE LINING

and your
old
battery

May We Surest—

500

HOTEL BELLEVUE

Extra heavy red tube coated
on the inside with special com
pound which seals aguinst air
loss. Constant air pressure in
creases tire mileage. Made with
flexible rubber valve stem.

Made in Firestone*.own factories
— double tested and sealed against
pow er leaksg.. Old wiorii plugs waste
gasoline. Install a set of Firestone
Plugs and save gas and increase
power. Re uill teit your Spark
Plug* FREE.
a

Manufactured in the modern
Firestone Battery Factories. Made
with Extra talue*. Ask us about the
8 Firestone Features that give mure
power, longer life and unfailing
dependability.
dll make* of Itallerie* teitaa FREE.

Waterproofed by the new
Firestone “Aquapruf” process

which gives a uniform soft

MAGNEX SPARK PLUGS

5^*1

MAGNEX

$•>95

batteries
and your
old
battery

pedal without chatter, grabbing
or aqucal. Built in the new
Firestone Brake Lining Factory,
//ace your Drake*

riled FREE

Firepr •It f Garage Co.
WINTER STREET
24 Hour Service

PHONE
CALL

g^cn

ROCKLAND, ME.
DAY OR NIGHT

